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Chapter 1
Introduction

This thesis covers two crucial steps of workforce management in call centers, forecasting and staffing. It involves knowledge in several fields, such as statistics, operations
research, as well as domain knowledge. Many researchers and practitioners across the
world have spent countless efforts in developing models and methodology during the
last few decades. This thesis contributes in solving and discovering various aspects of
forecasting and staffing, with the support of empirical analysis. These aspects include:
the best error measurement in forecasting, traffic management, how caller behavior influences forecasting accuracy, its corresponding staffing method and the comparison of
different staffing methods.

1.1

Call centers and workforce management

A call center is a place where customers or callers are handled by a group of agents,
who use telephones or other telecommunication means to address callers' requests or
questions. It is nowadays also referred to as a contact center, as agents may use other
means of communication, such as posts, emails, web chats, etc. Depending on who
initiates the call, call centers can be categorized into two types, inbound call centers and
outbound call centers. In an inbound call center, calls are initiated by callers, and agents
usually provide support and information for callers. In an outbound call center, agents
are the ones who initiate the calls, for example, for the purpose of telemarketing or
market research. Sometimes, call centers support a mixture of inbound calls and make
outbound calls. Another way of categorizing call centers is based on whether they are
single-skill or multi-skill call centers. A multi-skill call center has agents who have
different skills, and different agent may specialize in answering different type of calls.
A single-skill call center has only one type of agents, who are designated to answering
one type or all types of calls.
Call centers are either cost centers or profit centers, with expenditure in many things,
such as facilities and equipment. Among those costs, the workforce costs are the main
source of costs in call centers; they account for roughly 60% - 70% of the total opera1
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tional costs (Gans et al. (2003)). Therefore, well-planned and -executed workforce management can lead to a great deal of savings, and optimizing workforce management has
received tremendous attention over the past few decades.
Workforce management is essentially balancing between costs and quality. On the one
hand, having too little agents can result in system congestion, which then leads to callers
having excessive waiting times; on the other hand, having too many agents may generate unnecessary costs, although callers will experience less waiting. The goal of workforce management is to make sure that this trade-off is well balanced. It is usually
divided into four steps (Koole (2013)):
Forecasting: estimating future workload;
Staffing: determine the staffing level, i.e., determine the number of agents;
Scheduling and Rostering: making shift schedules and rosters;
Traffic management: adjusting staffing levels and rosters in real-time.

In sections 1.2 and 1.3, we will elaborate on forecasting and staffing.

1.2

Forecasting

Estimating future workload is a main, yet difficult, part of workforce management. Depending on the goal of forecasting, there are usually three types of forecasts with different forecasting horizons. Long-term forecasts are often made a few months or even
years in advance, for the purposes of making strategic decisions such as financial planning and hiring policies. Short-term forecasts are usually made a few weeks in advance,
and serve as an input to staffing formulas, which translate them into the number of
agents of each day and each interval, which is then used to make scheduling and rostering decisions. Finally, it is common in some call centers to make real-time adjustments
to forecasts during the day itself. We will elaborate on such real-time adjustments more
in Section 1.5.
In Figure 1.1, we show an example of the actual number of arrivals per interval from real
call center data and its forecasts . In this example, the call center operates from Monday
till Friday and from 8:00 am in the morning till 20:00 pm in the evening, and in this plot
we start with a Monday and end with a Monday two weeks later, thus, 11 consecutive
operational days in total. Also, we divide the operations hours into 24 intervals, with
each interval having a length 30 of minutes. This is a common practice in call centers, as
it makes call center operations easier to manage and to report. Other interval lengths,
such as 15 minutes and 1 hour, are also often used. Based on this figure, we see some
interesting patterns in the arrival process. The first pattern is the intraday seasonality,
e.g., we see many arrivals at around 9:30 am, and the volume goes down at around
12:00 am or 12:30 pm, which is during the period for the lunch breaks, and it follows
another small peak shortly after lunch at around 13:00 pm or 13:30 pm. The second
pattern is the intraweek seasonality, as we can observe that there are in general more
arrivals on Monday than the rest of the week, and it receives less calls on Friday than
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other days of the weeks. These two patterns are not coincidental, since we see them
in many other call center data sets. Therefore, in order to have an accurate forecasting
model, one should take these seasonalities into consideration. To generate the forecasts
in Figure 1.1, we simply take the average of the same interval of the same weekday over
the past four weeks. This is a simple and intuitive method, but the forecasts are quite
accurate in this specific example. Besides the two seasonalities we have discussed in
this example, there are more issues that forecasters must pay attention to. For example,
often the number of arrivals in different months of the year also shows a pattern, as
there might be less callers in the summer during the summer holiday period compared
to other months of the year. This is referred to as the intrayear seasonality. Another
example is the special days or events, such as billing days (a day where all employees
receive salary slips), which will trigger many questions and subsequent phone calls to
the financial department. We refer to Andrews and Cunningham (1995) for an easy but
practical method to deal with such a holiday effect.
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Figure 1.1: Actuals (solid line with dots) and forecasts (dashed line with triangle).
Based on the example we show in Figure 1.1, we see that making the right forecasts is
not simply about applying different statistical models and choosing the one that has the
least errors, but it also involes understanding the business and the data, which requires
domain knowledges. Generally speaking, there are two ways to make call volume forecasts, qualitative and quantitative ways. The former way is based on human instinct, experience and judgment, while the latter way makes use of statistical methods, or more
specifically, time-series analysis. Accurate forecasts or forecasting methods should integrate and combine both statistical methods and field experiences, as the statistical
approaches are objective and easily reproducable, while experiences and judgments
can provide expertise in choosing the right methods and parameters and identifying
outliers such as special days that have large influences in call volume. More detailed
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discussions on forecasting are given in Chapter 3.
Due to the random nature of call arrivals, forecasting errors are inevitable. Different
error measuremen ts are used to make comparison of different forecasts and forecasting
models. The commonly used error measuremen ts include the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the weighted mean absolute percentage error (WAPE), the sum of
absolute deviance (SAD) or the equivalently sum of absolute error (SAE) and the sum
of squared error (SSE). If we denote x; as the actual number of arrivals in interval i, and
i; is the forecast of x;, i = 1, 2, ... , I, where I is the forecasting horizon, then
MAPE :=

~

i:, Ix; -

x; I,
lx; I
Ix; - x; I. lx; I
lx; I L:}=1lxi l

1 i= 1

WAPE :=

t

i= l

L:f= 1 Ix; - x; I
L:f=1lx; I

I

SAD: =

L Ix; i= l
I

SSE: =

l:: (x; -

x; I,
x;) 2 .

i= l

Note that WAPE is the weighted sum of MAPE, and the weight of each day is based on
the call volume of that day. More discussion about error measuremen ts can be found in
Chapter 2.
Call volume forecasting should not be the only part of workload forecasting; other
things such as the average handling times (AHT), or even the distribution of the handling time (see for example Ibrahim et al. (2016a)), should also be estimated. For example, AHT differs per interval and per weekday, and similar to the number of arrivals,
it also shows intraweek and intraday patterns (Ibrahim et al. (2016a)). Furthermore , as
we show in Chapter 6, different agents have different AHT, and new agents' AHT decreases over time as they learn. Without taking the AHT fluctuations into consideratio n,
the accuracy of the workload estimation will be strongly undermined .
Agents are not available all the time to answer calls. They take breaks, do trainings,
and sometimes take holidays or sick-leave days. These types of activities are called
shrinkage. Shrinkage is a feature that should not be ignored in workforce managemen t
in call centers.

1.3

Staffing

The staffing procedure is in principle translating forecasts and target service levels (SL)
into the number of agents. For a single-skill call center, several models have been developed in the literature to assist this decision making process. Different models have
different assumption s and include different features to mimic reality. We now describe
three commonly used models: the Erlang C model, the Erlang A model and the Erlang
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X model. Besides these existing models, we also introduce a new model with extra features of redial and reconnect found in real call center data. This model has not been
studied before in the context of call centers.

1.3.1

The Erlang C model

The Erlang C model is a well-known model for single-skill call center staffing. The
model is referred to as a MIMI s queueing system, illustrated in Figure 1.2. In this
model, it is assumed that calls arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A. There
are s agents who handle inbound calls. An arriving call is handled by an available agent,
if there is any. Otherwise, it will wait in a queue with infinite buffer size. The calls are
handled in the order of arrival, which is also called First Come First Serve (FCFS). We
denote the random variable B as the handling time (HT) of a caller. It is assumed that B
has an exponential distribution, denoted B '""exp(ft), whereµ > 0 is the service rate.
Agents

Connected

0
Figure 1.2: The Erlang C model.
The Erlang C formula was derived by Erlang (1917), who analytically solved such a
Ml Mi s system by modeling it as a continuous-time Markov Chain. Let a= Alµ, and
assume that s > a. Then for some given acceptable waiting time (AWT), the Erlang C
formula writes
SL := P (W:::; AWT) = 1 - Pw(s,a). e- (s1i- A.)AWT,

(1.1)

where Pw(s,a ) is the probability that an arbitrary caller has to wait, and it is given by
(Gans et al. (2003))

as
Pw s,a =
()
(s- l)! (s-a)

(sfol!
-1a' + (s- as )
l)! (s-a)
.

-:-

- 1

(1.2)
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SL can be interpreted as the fraction of callers that wait no longer than AWT time units.
By using the Erlang C formula (1.1)-(1.2), one can determine the minimum number of
agents needed to satisfy the service level target.
Other Key Performance Indicators (KPls) are also of interest in practice, such as average
speed of answer (ASA), which is the average waiting time of callers. For the Erlang C
model, ASA can be derived via the following expression
ASA = Pw(s,a ).
··. t -A
To further explain SL and ASA, we plot the SL and the ASA of the Erlang C model as a
function of A in Figure 1.3. We let A range from 44 to 51.5 with increment of 0.1, and we
let l/µ = 1 minute, s = 52 and AWT = 1/3 minutes.
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Figure 1.3: SL (left) and ASA (right) in minutes of the Erlang C model of different values
of A.

1.3.2 The Erlang A m odel
The Erlang C model ignores an important caller feature in call centers, which is abandonment, as waiting callers get impatient while waiting, and may choose to abandon.
The Erlang A (where "A" stems from abandonment) supplements the Erlang C model
with an extension of this feature. A diagram of the Erlang A model is shown in Figure 1.4, which is also denoted by the M/ Mis+ M queueing sysytem. In the Erlang A
model a caller who waits in the queue has limited patience, and the patience, denoted
by the random variable H, is assumed to be exponentially distributed. We assume that
EH = 1/8 < oo, where e is the abandonment rate.
We denote W as the actual waiting time of an arbitrary caller in the Erlang A model, and
Vas the virtual waiting time, which is the waiting time of a caller with infinite patience.
With such notations
W = min{V, H}.
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Agents

Connected

0

Abandon

•

Figure 1.4: The Erlang A model.
The Erlang A model can be solved in a similar fashion as the Erlang C model, i.e., by
modelling it as a continuous-time Markov Chain, and solving the global balance equations to obtain the steady state distribution. By doing so, we can derive
00

P( W > AWT ) =

L P( W > AWTIL = i ) n s+ i
i= l

-

~

L.,

. - (s11+ ll )·AWT

n 5 +1 e

i= l

~ </>j( l L.,

e - ll·AWT )j
.1
,

J.

j=O

where </Jj := <P(<P + 1) · · · (<P + j - 1) for j > 1 with <P = srt / 8 and <Po = 1, Lis a random variable representing the number of callers in the queue, and n; is the steady state
probability of having i callers in the queue and in service, which is given by (Riordan
(1962))

1 ::; i ::; s,
i > s,

and

Also, the ASA is then given by
ASA = EAL =

L~s+1 ~ - s) n ;.
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Moreover, according to Roubos (2012), for the virtual waiting time V, one has
00

P(V > AWT) =

L P(V > AWTIL = i)rrs+i
i= l

-

-

~

.

- wAWT

L., 7Ts + 1 e

~ </>j(l - e - !J·AWT)i
.,
]·

L.,
j=O

i= l

·

The extra feature of callers abandoning results in new KPis. For example, in some call
centers, managers look at the abandonment percentage. They do not count callers who
abandoned before AWT for violating SL. To be more precise, we define the following
KPis and re-define SL.
#abandoned
#offered '
SL ·= #answered ::::; AWT
1
'
# answered
·
SL :=#answered ::::; AWT
2
#offered

r :=

r is the percentage of callers that have abandoned, and SL1 is the proportion of answered

callers that are answered within AWT time units, and SL2 is the proportion of callers that
are answered within AWT time units.
The abandonment percentage r, SL1 and SL2 of the Erlang A model can be expressed in
the following way.
00

r=

L
i=s+ l

(i -s )erri

A

SL = P(V < AWT, V < H)
1- r
1

I

SL2 = P(V < AWT, V < H).
To further explain different KPis for the Erlang A model, we use the following examples.
We let s = 50, 5 minutes AHT, the average patience is 2 minutes, and AWT= 1/3
minutes, while let the A range from 8 to 15 with increment of 0.1. SL1 , SL2, rand ASA
are shown in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. Note that when A > 10, the offered load (i.e., A
times AHT) is larger than the number of agents. This means the incoming workload
exceeds the workload that agents can handle. In the Erlang C model, this would lead
to infinite queue length and customers waiting infinite time in the long run. However,
in the Erlang A model, one may still have reasonably good SL, due to the presence of
customer abandonment. For example, when A = 10.5, the workload per agent is 10.5 ·
5/50 = 1.05, and we have SL 1 = 77.6%, SL2 = 70.3%, which means 77.6% of answered
customers are answered within 20 seconds and 70.3% of all the customers are answered
within 20 seconds, respectively, while having 9.5% of the customers abandonment.
The exponential assumption of the patience distribution is a strong assumption of the
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Figure 1.6: r (diamond) and ASA (triangle) in minutes of the Erlang A model for different values of A.
Erlang A model. However, several empirical studies, such as Roubos and Jouini (2013),
Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2004) and Chapter 6 of this thesis, show that such an assumption is not valid in many cases. With the relaxation of this assumption, this model
becomes the M/ Mi s+ G model where G stands for the general patience distribution.
For such a model, one could use numerical techniques which involves computation of
numerical integration to obtain performance metrics (see for example Zeltyn and Mandelbaum (2005)). As shown in Whitt (2005) that for some queueing models the patience
distribution has a larger influence compared to the HT distribution.

1.3.3

The Erlang X model

The Erlang X model is an extension to the Erlang A model. Specifically, in the Erlang
X model, it is assumed that a proportion p of the abandoned callers may redial after
some amount of time denoted by the random variable r Ro, and 1 - p portion of them
will not redial thus are considered as "lost" callers. We denote bRo as the redial rate,
i.e., Ef RD = 1/ bRo · We assume that p does not depend on callers' experiences in the
system. These experiences include handling times, waiting times and the number of
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times that callers have already called. A diagram of the Erlang X model is shown in
Figure 1.7.
Agents

0
0

Fresh arrival

Connected

Abandon

'

'

Lost

...

Figure 1.7: The Erlang X model.
Despite the fact that the Erlang X model only adds one feature to the Erlang A model,
there is no closed-form expression for the system's performance, even when r RD is exponentially distributed. However, Sze (1984) provides approximations for a more general system where the HT can have a general distribution. To be more specific, Sze (1984)
uses the following relations
P(W < t) : : : : f(r, A'),

r=

fo

(1.3)

00

A(t)dP(W < t ),

A' = A + p · r · A',

(1.4)
(1.5)

where f (·) is the function that calculates the probabiliy that a customer waits less than t
time units in the Erlang A model with arrival rate being A', A(t) is the probabiliy that a
customer will abandon before t time units. It is assumed in Sze (1984) that relations (1.3)(1.5) have a fixed point, and one could solve these relations to obtain the performance
metric.
Here we show a numerical example of the Erlang X model. In this example, we let
A = 40, µ = 1, s = 40, p = 0.5, AWT = 20 seconds, patience be 2 minutes, and r RD = 10
minutes. Via simulation, we can obtain the long-term average performance metrics:
SL1 = 78.3%, SL2 = 71. l %, r = 9 .2% and ASA= 18.4 seconds.

1.3.4

A call center model with redial and reconnect

In some real call center data, we discovered another feature which is not described in either of the models mentioned above. This feature is called reconnect, as connected callers
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also call back. To make the distinction between initial calls and redials or reconnects, we
refer to these initial calls as fresh calls. The notation A is not specific and clear enough
for this model, as an arrival could be incurred by a fresh call, a redial or a reconnect. To
avoid confusion, in this model, we denote AF as the arrival rate of the fresh calls, and
Ar as the total arrival rate including the redials and the reconnects.
In addition to the assumptions made in the Erlang X model, in this model, an answered
caller enters the reconnect orbit with probability q, and will reconnect after some generally distributed time r Re, with Er RC = bRc < oo. We refer to these calls as reconnects.
We assume that q does not depend on callers' experiences in the system. A diagram for
a call center model with redials and reconnects is shown in Figure 1.8.
Agents

8
8

Fresh arrival

Abandon

Reconnect
Orbit

Connected

0
Lost

Figure 1.8: A call center model with redial and reconnect.
We now show a numerical example. We let AF = 40, µ = 1, s = 40, p = 0.5, AWT =
20 seconds, patience be 2 minutes, and [RD = 10 minutes, and q = 0.1, [ RC = 50.
We calculate the performance metrics via simulation: SL1 = 44.2%, SL2 = 36.3%, r =
17.8% and ASA = 36.2 seconds. By comparing the performance metrics of this example
with those of the example in Subsection 1.3.3, we can see that reconnects have a strong
influence on the performance metrics we consider.

1.4

Scheduling and rostering

In the previous section, we introduced some staffing models that translate demand
(forecasts) into capacities (agents) with respect to meeting requirements (SL). In this
section, we discuss briefly how to obtain agents schedules.
Agents scheduling can be done in two steps: shift scheduling and assigning agents to
shifts. The inputs for shift scheduling are: number of agents needed per interval s;,
shifts of agents a;j (a;j = 1, if interval i is covered in shift j, a;j = 0, otherwise), costs
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per shift Cj, and the outputs are: the number of agents per shift Xj, while the constraints
are: Xj 2:: 0 and Xj is integer, for interval i = 1, 2, ... , I and shift j = 1, 2, ... , J, with the
objective being having minimum costs L.f=l Cj Xj· We express this problem as an Integer
Programming (IP) problem :
J

'°'

min
L.., cJ·x J·
x
I

j=l

J

s.t.

L aijXj 2:: si,

= 1, 2, ... I,

(1.6)

j= l

Xj ;:::: 0, Xj is integer

j = l, 2, . . . J.

Such an IP formulation dates back to G.B. Danzig, who has made tremendous contribution both in theory and in practice of this model (Cottle et al. (2007)).
We now use an example to illustrate this step. First, si are calculated using the Erlang
C formula and based on the forecasts in the example in Section 1.2. We consider six
types of different shifts, the first one starts at 8:00 am and ends at 17:00 pm with an half
hour break after each two hours of work, the second shift, third shift and the fourth
shift are the same as the first one except that the starting times and the ending times are
one hour, two hours and three hours later than the first shift, respectively. Each of these
four shifts covers 8 working hours per day, and they are meant for full-time agents, and
the costs for these shifts are 1. The fifth shift starts at 8:00 am and ends at 12:00 am,
with an half hour break at 10:00 am, and the sixth shift starts at 10:00 am and ends at
14:00 with an half hour break at 12:00 am. The fifth and the sixth shifts represent those
shifts for part-time agents, and they have costs of 0.6. Solving the IP problem (1.6) for
this example, we obtain the number of agents per shift, which is plotted in Figure 1.9.
Note that we have also added 10% of shrinkage in the following way: if Xj agents are
needed for shift j, then we need to have at least Xj I (l - 10%) number of agents with
the consideration of the shrinkage. As one can see that a large amount of overstaffing
is introduced in the scheduling process. There are some solutions to solve this problem.
For instance, one could add more shifts, especially shorter shifts. Also, instead of having
SL constraints for each interval, one could have a SL constraint for the whole day, which
allows violating constraint L.f= l aij Xj 2:: s; for some i and will enable more efficient
planning.
Now we discuss assigning agents to shifts. This can be a quite sophisticated step, as it
involves fairness, agents' preferences, labor laws and regulations. One way of making
rostering is letting the agents choose the shifts themselves, either based on the duration
of their working hours or via a bidding system where each agent has certain amount of
points to spend in choosing the preferred shifts.
Besides the two-steps approach we mentioned above, one can integrate these two steps
into one by assigning agents to shifts without determining the optimal shifts. Such a
procedure can easily get more complex as one needs to take several factors into consideration simultaneously , such as law and regulations on workforce, agents' preferences,
shift optimization, etc.

1.5 Traffic managemen t
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Figure 1.9: Number of agents per interval needed (solid line with dot) and the number
of agents per interval scheduled (dashed line with triangle).
In this section, we gave a brief introduction on agent scheduling. However, this procedure can be far more complicated than what we described here. For example, we do not
consider the topic of finding the best shifts with breaks, which is mathematic ally very
challenging (Koole (2013)). Also, for multi-skill call centers, staffing and shift scheduling can be combined in one step, and can be optimized via simulation (Koole and Pot
(2006)). However, due to the large size of the solution space, finding the optimal agent
schedules via simulation can be sometimes challenging . In fact, even when each solution can be evaluated quickly, this problem is a NP-hard problem. Thus, heuristic
searching methods have been proposed, such as the neighborho od search method by
Avramidis et al. (2009) and the cutting-plan e method proposed by Cezik and L'Ecuyer
(2008) and later refined by Avramidis et al. (2010). We refer the readers to Aksin et al.
(2007) and references therein for more discussion on agent scheduling. Moreover, for
multi-chann el call centers, there are possibilities to make more efficient planning by
having agents work on other channels rather than inbound calls, but it makes the agent
scheduling more complex. Due to these difficulties as well as other additional functionalities (for example, integrating scheduling with training and hiring plans), many call
center managers choose to use workforce managemen t tools, such as NICE/IEX, and
Aspect (DMG Consulting LLC. (2012)).

1.5

Traffic managem ent

Even when all the previous three steps are carefully designed and implemente d, workforce managemen t can still go wrong if there is no traffic managemen t (also known as
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real-time performance management) in place. This is because there are still many uncertainties and fluctuations in the number of arrivals, time of arrivals, shrinkage, HT,
SL, etc. These uncertainties and fluctuations may be caused by a sudden event or simply due to pure randomness where we have no control. Traffic management is a way
to balance them, and have more control over the outcome (SL in this case) under uncertainties. In this section, we describe some means of traffic management. Some of them
come from the literature while others have already been adopted in practice.
Making real-time forecast updates is a common way of doing traffic management. With
the acquisition of the most recent data, such ,..; the data within the same day, forecasters
can update their initial forecasts. Usually the: shorter the forecasting horizon, the more
accurate the forecasts become (Taylor (2012)) . One way to model it is using a "busyness"
factor proposed by Avramidis et al. (2004b) and later refined by Steckley et al. (2009),
and by Oreshkin et al. (2014) with the additional feature that such a "busyness" factor
is dependent across different periods within a day. The idea of such a "busyness" factor
is that it indicates how busy a day is, and by updating it using real-time data, one
can on average obtain more accurate forecasts for the rest of the day. Another way
of making updates is adding the amount of redials and reconnects for the rest of the
day. To be more specific, if a traffic manager observes a busy morning where many
callers have abandoned and been answered, then with the consideration of the redial
and reconnect behaviors (we will study these two behaviors in more depth in Chapters 3
and 4), she can add the expected amount of redials and reconnects to the initial forecasts
for the afternoon, and make staffing adjustment accordingly. Besides these two ideas on
making forecasts adjustments, we refer to Shen and Huang (2008) and Gans et al. (2012)
for other statistical models on intraday updating.
Many call centers have both part-time and full-time agents. The working hours of fulltime agents are fixed, thus, they have some flexibility, but only to a certain extent. For
instance, they can shift their breaks to some time earlier or later depending on the occupancy at that moment. In contrast, the part-time agents usually do not have fixed
shifts. The existence of these part-time agents offers possibilities to make real-time adjustments, since they can be asked to answer calls with short notice. Under the assumption of arrival rate uncertainty, it is beneficial to make initial staffing decisions knowing
that part-time agents can cover the excessive loads in case needed. We will explain this
part in more detail in Chapter 2. Making such flexible workforce planning is a way to
balance not only the uncertainty in the arrival process, but also the fluctuations in the
SL (see for example Roubos et al. (2012)).
Updating forecasts and updating staffing levels are making adjustments within the call
centers. It can also be done in a way that involves callers, such as using a call-back
option modeled by Armony and Maglaras (2004a) where callers can choose to either
wait online or be called back. This option flattens some burstiness in the arrival process
and subsequently flattens the SL fluctuations, while it does not harming the callers'
experiences since some callers would rather take this option than wait a long time in
the queue. In Chapter 5, we study another call-back option used in practice, and it
shows much higher efficiency compared to the model without the call-back option.
Nowadays, besides inbound calls, many call centers also handle other workloads like
emails and outbound calls. To handle them efficiently requires good traffic manage-
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ment. In a call center which handles both emails and inbound calls with a hard contraint
on the SL of inbound calls, it is much more cost saving if agents start answering emails
only when the occupancy is below a certain threshold compared to having dedicated
agents separately answering inbound calls and emails (Legros et al. (2015)).

1.6

Structure of the thesis

In Chapters 2 and 3, we mainly focus on call center forecasting. Specifically, we study
how caller behavior influences the accuracy of the forecasts, and what the optimal accuracy measurement is. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss call center staffing for two specific
models. We make a validation and comparison of several different staffing models in
Chapter 6 using real data.
Two call center data sets are used in this thesis. Both data sets are from VANAD Laboratories, a call center in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. The first data set is used in
Chapters 3 and 4. The second data set is used in Chapter 6. Detailed descriptions of the
first and the second data set can be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, respectively.
Chapter 2: Optimal forecasts and staffing
In this chapter, we investigate the optimal error measurement in call center forecasting.
We consider a model where planners make initial staffing decisions in advance, and they
make real-time adjustments or do traffic management on staffing on the day itself. The
question we address is what is the optimal forecasting error measurement and optimal
initial staffing rules, which minimize the sum of inital staffing and traffic management
costs. It is shown that the weighted sum of expected quantile errors is the asymptotic
optimal error measurement in a call center model under arrival rate uncertainty where
staffing costs consist of initial staffing costs and traffic management costs. If the costs are
symmetric for over- and understaffing, such an error measurement is equivalent to the
sum of absolute forecasting errors or WAPE. Moreover, it is shown that staffing should
occur according to a certain quantile of the distributional forecast rather than the mean.
My main contributions in this chapter are giving the proof of theorems and calculating
the numerical examples to illustrate the performance of the proposed method.
Chapter 2 is based on Ding and Koole (2015).
Chapter 3: Estimating true demand in call centers
In this chapter, we discuss the redial and the reconnect behaviors in call centers and
analyze how both behaviors influence the variability of the total number of arrivals in
call centers. We show that without making a distinction between the redials, reconnects
and the fresh calls, one might make inaccurate forecasts. However, accurately estimating the number of redials and reconnects is difficult in practice, due to the lack of caller
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identity information in the data. We therefore propose a method to estimate them. The
method is validated via simulation and real data.
My main contribution s in this chapter are building the framework of the estimation
models, including the ones with and without seasonality, making simulations and using
real-data to validate the model.
Chapter 3 is based on Ding et al. (2013) and Ding et al. (2015a).
Chapter 4: Fluid approximat ion for a model with redial and reconnect
In this chapter, a staffing algorithm is developed for the call center model with redials
and reconnects. This algorithm makes use of the fluid approximat ion method to approximate the redial and the reconnect rates. Then the sum of redial rate, reconnect rate
and the fresh arrival rate are used as an input for the Erlang A formula to approximat e
the service levels.
My main contribution s in this chapter are motivating and validating the assumption s
we make in the queueing model, assisting on giving the proof of the theorems, and
making all numerical calculations and simulations.
Chapter 4 is based on Ding et al. (2015d) .
Chapter 5: A call center model with a call-back option
In this chapter, we study a model with a so-called call-back option, where callers that
wait longer than a certain threshold will be disconnecte d and they will call back at a
later moment. Because of the particulariti es of this model (i.e., whether a call disconnects or not depends on the waiting time, rather than the number of callers waiting
in the queue), the traditional approach of numerically solving a Markov process is not
possible. Therefore, we apply the technique of discretizatio n of the waiting time of the
first caller in line, and subsequentl y, derive the first order performanc es of the model
via value iteration. We show that this technique offers very accurate approximati ons to
the real system. Furthermore , the model with a call-back option is shown to be more
efficient in the sense that by having the same number of agents, callers on average experience much shorter waiting compared to those in the M/ Mis queueing model.
My main contribution s in this chapter are proposing method to derive the performanc e
metrics from the value iteration results (together with other co-authors), and programing the code for value iteration and numerical validations.
Chapter 5 is based on Ding et al. (2015c).

1.6 Structure of the thesis
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Chapter 6: Validation of call center models

Often in the literature, researchers and practitioners develop models with certain assumptions to represent real situations in call center operations. The validity of these
models is rarely verified. In this chapter, we validate some commonly used models and
assumptions for multi-skill call centers, by comparing the service levels predicted by
models with those from real data. The comparison results suggest that ignoring some
features, such as the agent breaks and agent heterogeneity, leads to large errors. Furthermore, data analysis shows significant amounts of fluctuations in the handling times
of each day, which is partially explained by agent heterogeneity and agent learning. We
build a model to predict the average handling time of each day, and such a model is
validated. The model successfully explains up to 54% of the handling time variability.
My main contributions in this chapter are making all the data analysis, making simulations and comparison of all models.
Chapter 6 is based on Ding et al. (2015b ).
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Chapter 2
Optimal forecasts and staffing

We formulate the staffing problem in call centers as a newsvendor type problem, where
the costs are the initial staffing costs, plus the traffic management costs. Under such a
cost structure and the arrival rate uncertainty, the optimal forecasts and staffing levels
are derived. We show that the optimal staffing should occur according to a quantile
of the distributional forecast, rather than the mean. It is also shown that the errors in
staffing are approximately linear in the forecasting errors. This leads to the conclusion
that the weighted sum of expected quantile errors should be the error measurement
in call center forecasting, since minimizing it minimizes the staffing costs. In special
cases where the costs are symmetric for over- and understaffing, this is equivalent to
minimizing the sum of absolute forecasting errors (or, equivalently, WAPE). We use
numerical examples to show that the reduction in staffing costs can be substantial when
one makes staffing decisions according to the optimal percentile instead of the mean.

2.1

Introduction

In call centers, short-term call volume forecasts are often made a few weeks or months
in advance (Koole (2013)). We refer to these forecasts as the initial forecasts. Once the
initial forecasts are made, the initial staffing is determined, often using the Erlang C or
Erlang A formula (Aksin et al. (2007), Gans et al. (2003)). However, some factors are still
unknown by the time that the forecasts are made, such as the weather and the effect
of advertisement campaigns. Those factors will influence the demand. Therefore, the
uncertainties in those factors lead to uncertainties in the future (in a few weeks' time)
arrival rates. To avoid large deviations from the required performance, real-time adjustments of forecasts are made just before, and mostly within the day itself (Cleveland
and Mayben (2000)). Due to the availability of more recent data, these updated forecasts
have a higher accuracy (Taylor (2012)). Based on these updated forecasts, staffing levels
are adjusted accordingly. Making these adaptations is called traffic management, and it
exploits certain types of flexibility in agent schedules and task assignments. Traffic management is often done at multiple moments, most importantly during the day itself, or
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just before. In this chapter, we study the initial forecast and staffing level that minimizes the sum of staffing and traffic management costs, taking arrival rate uncertainty
into account.
Arrival rate uncertainty has been well studied in the call center literature. As shown
by Jongbloed and Koole (2001), the arrival processes in call centers show significant
overdispersion , i.e., the variance is much higher than the mean of the number of arrivals in each interval, beyond the explanation of the homogeneous Poisson process.
They propose a Poisson mixture model, where the arrival rate of the Poisson process
is assumed to be a random variable. Different demand estimation or forecasting models have be been proposed to address such a rrival rate uncertainty in call centers (see
Avramidis et al. (2004a), Aldor-Noiman et al. (2009), Ye et al. (2014)). In the literature
as well as in practice, researchers and practitioners usually take two steps to derive the
initial staffing level. In the first step, they make distributional forecasts using parametric forecasting models. The models or parameters are selected or computed such that
certain measurement of the errors between the mean of the distributional forecasts and
the realizations is minimized. Such error measurements include MSE (mean squared
error), RMSE (root mean squared error), MAPE (mean absolute percentage error), SAD
(sum of absolute deviations), WAPE (weighted absolute percentage error), etc. For example, Shen and Huang (2008) use MSE as the error measurement to update intraday
arrivals. Ibrahim and L'Ecuyer (2013) compare the MAPE, RMSE and MSE of different
forecasting models. Aldor-Noiman et al. (2009) compare the MAPE and RMSE of four
fixed effects models. In the second step, after having obtained the distributional forecasts, staffing decisions are made based on the mean of the distributional forecast. For
example, Aldor-Noiman et al. (2009) and Brown et al. (2005) both use the mean arrival
load of the system to generate staffing levels by applying staffing formulas, such as the
Erlang A, the Erlang C or square-root staffing.
We show in this chapter that both steps are arguable and might lead to sub-optimal
decisions. In the first step, the model selection depends on the error measurement one
chooses, and it is often the case that if one chooses a different error measurement, it
leads to a different model choice (see for example, Ibrahim and L'Ecuyer (2013), AldorNoiman et al. (2009), Shen and Huang (2008)), which eventually leads to different forecasts. Therefore, it is important to know which error measurement one should use, and
what its corresponding forecasts are. In the second step, we show that under a reasonable cost structure, staffing according to the mean arrival rate is not the optimal staffing
decision. This is especially the case when the arrival rate is assumed to have a skewed
distribution (Whitt (1999), Jongbloed and Koole (2001), Taylor (2012), Avramidis et al.
(2004a), Steckley et al. (2009)) or when over- and understaffing have different costs (Liao
et al. (2012)).
The organization of this chapter is as follows . We show, in Section 2.2, that under arrival
rate uncertainty and a cost structure that includes traffic management costs, the staffing
problem can be modeled as a newsvendor problem, using quantiles of the arrival rate
distribution. This contradicts the traditional approach, which suggests staffing according to the mean arrival rate. To prove this we assume monotonicity of the staffing function. In Section 2.3 we prove this monotonicity for the MIMI s + G model. This is our
second contribution. Finally, in Section 2.4, we show that the sum of quantile errors is
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the optimal error measurement. It is optimal in the sense that minimizing the expected
sum of quantile errors leads to the asymptotically optimal forecasts . Furthermore, we
show that in special cases where over- and understaffing have the same costs, the WAPE
(or equivalently, SAD) is the optimal error measurement. We numerically evaluate the
impact of our methods in Section 2.5. The impact is shown to be significant, i.e., there is
significant amount of costs reduction when one minimizes WAPE instead of minimizing
SSE.

2.2

Cost-optima l staffing

In this section, we first describe the staffing costs in call centers, which consist of the
initial staffing costs and the traffic management costs. We show that under such a cost
structure, the staffing problem can be modeled as a newsvendor problem. We then
derive the cost-optimal staffing under the arrival rate uncertainty and this cost structure.
We assume throughout the following simplified call center staffing process. Call center
arrivals can be seen as coming from a Poisson process with parameter A. Staffing has
to be done weeks in advance, at which moment the actual value of,.\ is still unknown.
Therefore we have to forecast A. Forecasts can take different forms; we will use the one
that gives full information, i.e., a distributional forecast. Thus our forecast takes the
form of a random variable, A. On the basis of A we decide on a staffing level, s.
There is one moment at which we do traffic management. We assume that at this moment we know the actual arrival rate,.\. Based on this arrival rate we adapt our staffing
level to the right staffing level S(A), independent of the initial levels E JN", where Sis a
function of,.\ that determines the minimal staffing level such that a certain SL requirement is met. Adapting the staffing level is more expensive than staffing the right level
initially. We assume that the initial staffing costs are c per agent, and the costs of overstaffing (i.e., more agents scheduled in the initial staffing than needed) are (c 0 - c) per
agent, and the costs of understaffing (i.e., more agents are needed) are (c11 + c) per agent.
Then, for the initial staffing level s and realization,.\, the total staffing costs C(s,A) are
the sum of the initial staffing costs and the traffic management costs:
C(s,A)

= cs + (c 0 - c)(s - S(A)) + + (c + c)( S(A) - s) +
= CS ( ,.\) + C0 ( S - S( ,.\) ) + + C11 ( S( ,.\) - s) +,
11

where y+ := max{O,y}.
The total expected costs are
EC(s,A) = cES (A ) + c0 E(s - S(A )) + + c11 E(S(A ) - s) + .

(2.1)

The cost-optimal staffing s* := arg min 5 EC (s, A) can then be found by

s* = argmin { c0 E(s - S(A )) + + c11 E(S(A ) - s) + }.
s

(2.2)
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Equation (2.2) has the form of the newsvendo r problem, with the demand replaced by
S(J\). Note that Equation (2.2) does not necessarily lead to integer solutions, however,
this can be easily solved by rounding the result to the nearest integers above and below,
then evaluating both solutions. The same technique can be applied to the rest of this
chapter, as we neglect the integer constraint to simplify our notation.
Therefore, if we denote with Fs the cdf of the random variable S(J\), then, by applying
the results of the newsvendo r problem, we solve problem (2.2), and we obtain

s* -- FS- 1

(-C_u )/
Ca +cu

where F5 1 is the quantile function of 5(-). For any cdf F, its quantile function is defined
by F- 1 (y) := inf{ x E R: F(x) 2 y},O '.Sy '.S 1.
We assume that Sis a non-decreas ing function. This is a natural assumption: when there
are more arrivals, then we need more agents to obtain the required service level. We
can show that Sis non-decreas ing for a number of often-used models and performanc e
measures; see the next section.
Theorem 2.1.

If S ( ·) is non-decreasing, then
s* =

11 ))·
s(F;;1(_c_+cu
Ca

1
Proof It suffices to show that H - 1 (p) = S (Ff; (p)) for any 0 :::; p :::; 1. To this end, let
Ap := Ff; 1 (p). Due to the properties of the quantile function, we have

Furthermore , we have

which leads to
Fs(S(Ap)) 2 p,
1
from which it follows that S(Ap) E {x E R: H (x) 2 p}. Due to the definition of F5 (p),
we have

F5 1 (p) < S (Ft; 1 (p) ). Then, we can always
S (Ft; 1 (p)) = F5 1 (p) +€. Moreover, we define B :=

Assume

find some€ > 0, such that
{A E R: S(A) =

F51 (p)},

1
and A' := sup B. Clearly, B f= 0. Therefore, under such assumption s, A' < Ff; (p)
1
1
would be true, due to the fact that S (Ft; (p)) = F$ (p) + € > S(A' ) and S being a
non-decreas ing function.
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H(F5 1 (p)) 2: p must hold, because His a cdf. Now we show that Fs(F5 1 (p)) 2: p
contradicts i\ 1 < Ff: 1 (p). If Fs (F5 1 (p)) 2: p, then due to the definition of i\ 1, we must
have
(2.3)
Inequality (2.3) leads to FA(il.') 2: p, which contradicts with the fact that i\ 1 < Ff: 1 (p).
D
Theorem 2.1 proves that staffing according to the c11 l(c 0 +Cu) quantile of the arrival
rate distribution minimizes the expected staffing costs. In the special case of c0 = c11 ,
staffing according to the median of A is optimal. This means that staffing according to
the mean, which is often done, is not optimal, not even in the symmetric case, unless
the mean is equal to the median.
In practice it is often simpler to scale up than to scale down. Scaling up is often done by
hiring flexible workers, who are often available on a short notice, especially when they
work at home. Scaling down is sometimes not even possible, in which case c0 = c and
at the initial level staffing should be done very conservatively. Next, many call centers
have different layers of flexibility. First, flexibility is sought in the task assignment. If
this is not sufficient then the number of agents is changed. This leads to increasing costs
of up and downscaling, giving a piece-wise linear costs function C ins. In general, there
is no closed-form solution for s*. A solution can be found numerically by calculating
EC(s, A) for various values of s.
It is worth mentioning that the form of the newsvendor problem also arises in the model
studied by Bassamboo et al. (2010). They consider a call center staffing problem where
the objective is to minimize the sum of expected waiting costs, abandonment costs and
the staffing costs. Different from Bassamboo et al. (2010), in this chapter, we minimize
the traffic management costs while the service level constraint is met.

2.3

Monotonicit y of the staffing function

For some yet unspecified call center model we write the (expected) performance as
P(s, i\ ). We assume there is some maximal allowable performance level T. Then S can
be written as S(i\) = inf{sJP(s,i\) :S r}. Examples are ASA and its tail probability (SL)
in the Erlang C model. In the case of ASA we take P equal to the expected waiting time;
in the case of SL we take P = P(W > t) with W the stationary waiting time in the queue
and t the AWT. In the case of abandonments we have to decide how abandonments
are integrated in the performance measures. The abandonment % or rate now becomes
important, but we also have to decide how the abandonments are accounted for in the
measures that are functions of the waiting time. Two regular choices are the time in
queue Wand the virtual or offered waiting time V (the waiting time of a test customer with
oo patience), but other choices are possible (see Jouini et al. (2013)). The extension of the
Erlang C model to general patience distributions is written as Ml Mi s+ G model. An
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overview of results for this model can be found in Section 9 of Zeltyn and Mandelbaum
(2005). The special case M/ Mis+ Mis known as the Erlang A model.
Theorem 2.2. The staffing function S is non-decreasing for the MIMI s + G model and any T

and P given by P(W > t), P(V > t), EW, EV, or the abandonment rate.

Proof If P is non-decreas ing ins and non-increas ing in A then S is non-decreas ing. That
P is non-decreas ing ins can be found for all performanc e measures in Section 2.1 of the
online appendix of Zeltyn and Mandelbau m (2005). To show that P is non-increas ing
in A for the different performanc e measures i t suffices to show it for P(V > t): all other
results follow directly from that.
We introduce the following notation, slightly adapted from Zeltyn and Mandelbau m
(2005):

G'(x)

=fox (1- G(u))du,
0

J;.,(t) = [ '

1

eAG (x)- s11xdx,

/;., =

/;.,(O),

EA =

fooo e- 1(1 + t~)5 -ldt,

where fl is the service rate and G is the cdf of the patience time. Then, according to
Zeltyn and Mandelbau m (2005),
p (V > t) = AJ;.,(t) .
A

E

+AJA

We now show that for fixed s, if 0 > A1 > Az, then PA 1 (V > t) ::'.'.: PA2 (V > t), i.e.,

which is equivalent to showing that

J;., 1 (t)EA2 I Az - J;.. 2 (t)EA 1 I A1 + J;., 1 (t)/A 2 - 1A2 (t)J;., 1
(EA 1 I A1 + J;.. 1 )(EA 2 I Az + /;., 2 )

::'.'.:

O.

Because fA(t) is increasing and EA is decreasing in A it is readily seen that /;., 1 (t)EA 2 / Az Az + /;., 2 ) > 0.
/;., 2 (t)EAJ A1 > 0. Because all its terms are ::'.'.: 0 also (EA 1 I A1 + /;., 1 ) (EA 2 I
Thus, we only need to show that

Its proof is equivalent to that of Equation (2.4) in the online appendix of Zeltyn and
D
Mandelbau m (2005).
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Note that the M l M is model is a special case of the M / M is+ G model (with oo patience). This Theorem 2.2 holds also for the often used Erlang C model.

2.4

The optimal error measurement

In Section 2.2 we discussed how to compute the optimal staffing level based on a (distributional) forecast. However, in practice we only observe the realization of the number
of in-coming calls. Therefore, the question is 'how can we measure the quality of the
rate on which the original staffing was based?' Note that the quality measure is not a
goal by itself, it should measure to which extent the objective, low traffic management
costs, is met. Thus a high quality forecast according to our error measure should be
equivalent to low costs. In this section we show that the weighted sum of errors is the
asymptotical optimal forecasting error measurement, where the weighing depends on
the sign of the error. In the special case c0 = Cu this is equivalent to the WAPE. Thus
minimizing the WAPE asymptotically minimizes the traffic costs.

In this chapter our traffic management is executed the moment we know A. The realization of the Poisson distribution with rate ,.\ is, at that moment, not known yet. It is
shown in Roubos et al. (2012) that these Poisson fluctuations can have a considerable
impact on the performance. For this reason, in practice, traffic management is also executed during the day. However, this effect is minor compared to the consequences of
forecasting errors. To see this, it is important to realize that most forecasting models
are multiplicative, with factors for the different seasonal components. Thus, for example, a 5% error in the day-of-the-week factor results in a 5% error in the daily volume.
Because of this, forecasting errors are proportional to the volume and therefore grow
linearly with ,.\; Poisson errors are sub-linear. Thus for larger volumes (in larger call
centers and / or at an aggregated level) forecasting errors have bigger consequences.
The results in this section are based on two theorems. In the first we derive a simple
approximation for C(S (A), "-) in Theorem 2.3. This will later allow us to show the optimality of the error measurement. After that, in Theorem 2.4, we consider the Poisson
fluctuations .
In Theorem 2.3 we would like to compare the costs for realization,.\ and forecast A in
the limit. To have them grow at the same time with a multiplicative error we assume
A = h,.\. We assume that ,.\ > 0 and h > 0, thus A > 0. Finally, we use the following
notation: f (x ) = o(g(x)) if limx-+oo f (x)!g( x ) = 0.

Theorem 2.3. For the M l M is+ G model, given performance constraints based on SL, ASA
or abandonment rate,

C(S (A) , "-)

=

cS(1'. ) + (1 - "f) (c 0 (A - ,.\)+ +Cu("- - A) +),B + 0(1'. ),

(2.4)

for some "( 2 0 which depends on the performance constraint and ,B the expected HT.
Proof Consider first the case h 2 1. Then A 2 ,.\and, according to Theorem 2.2, S(A) 2
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S(A). Therefore,
C(S(A),A)

=

cS(A) +c0 (S(A) - S(A)).

From Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2009), Section 2, we know that S(A) = (1- ry)Af3 + o(A)
and also S(A) = (1 - ry)Af3 + o(A) = (1 - ry)Af3 + o(A). Thus,

C(S(A), A)

Similarly for h

=

cS(A) + c0 ((l - ry)A{3- (1 - ry)Af3 + o(A))

=

cS(A) + c0 (l - ry) (A - A)f3 + o(A).

< 1.

D

Remark 2.1. Depending on the performance objective, different operational regimes
apply, with different limiting behavior. All are o(A), but in some cases stronger results
are obtained: for the SL objective the limiting behavior is 0( VA) (with f(x) = O(g(x))
if limsupx--+oo lf(x)!g(x)I < oo). See Section 2 of Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2009) for
details.

Observing a single realization gives little evidence about the quality of a forecast. Therefore we consider I measurements. For i = 1, . . . , I, let Ai be the realizations and Ai the
forecast on which the initial staffing was based. Note that A; might well be the percentile
given in Section 2.2. Then the total costs CT(S(A),A), with A and A I-dimensional vectors, are given by
I

I

C1 (S(A), A) ~

L cS(Ai) + (1 -

ry)f3

L (co(A; -Ai) + + Cu(Ai -

Ai) +).

i= l

i= l

This value is minimized by the forecast that minimizes L,f=l (c 0 (Ai - Ai) + + c11 (A; Ai) +), the weighted sum of errors. Note that in the symmetric case c0 = c11 this reduces to minimizing L,f= l IAi - Ai I, which is equivalent to minimizing the WAPE. In
call centers often the MAPE is used. However, this gives too much weight to the intervals with less volume, which are actually harder to predict because of the Poisson
variability, which we study next.
In this chapter we focus on the costs relative to forecasting errors. In practice traffic
management is also done to counter the variability in the "Poisson noise". The following
theorem shows that this effect is minor compared to forecasting errors, especially for
larger systems.
Theorem 2.4. EIN,\ -

Al

= 0( VA) for

N,\

rv

Poisson (A).

2
Proof Jensen's inequality states that <P(EX) :S: E<fJ(X) for <P convex. By taking <P(x) = x
D
and X = INA - Al it follows that EINA - Al :S: v'A.
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Numerical evaluation

In this section, we illustrate our results numerically. We start by comparing staffing
according to Theorem 2.1 and the usual staffing based on the expected forecast. We
consider two situations: a very regular case, and a more asymmetric (but far from unrealistic) case. In both we use the Erlang A model based on a regular 80% within 20
seconds SL requirement based on the virtual waiting time. The AHT is 4 minutes, the
average patience is 5 minutes, c = 1. The other parameters and results can be found in
Table 2.1. Define
Sa: =

S(EJ\),

and
Sn :=

S ( Ff\- 1 ( -Cu- ) ) .
C0 + Cu

The results are obtained by simulating J\ and calculating the Erlang A values (we have
non-integer values by interpolating between the integer values). Note that the values
for the lognormal distribution are those of J\, not those of the normal distribution from
which the lognormal is constructed. The differences in the examples are relatively small,
but this is related to the choice of the parameters and the variability of J\.
Next we study the relation between fS(A) - S(A) f and A - A, in relation to Theorem 2.3.
We consider again the Erlang A model. The plots are shown in Figure 2.1 with the black
dots representing the exact results obtained from the Erlang A formula, and the red lines
are obtained via Theorem 2.3. We show two graphs, both with 80/20 SL and an AHT of
1 minute. The error in number of agents is very close to the linear approximation given
in Theorem 2.3.

J\
normal
lognormal
lognormal

EJ\, £T(J\)
20,2
20,4
20,4

Cu, Co

Sa

Sn

0.2, 0.1
0.1, 1
1, 0.1

82.2
82.2
82.2

85.5
62.8
103.8

EC(sa, J\ )
82.8
88.2
87.6

EC(sn,

J\)

82.7
83.8
84.5

Table 2.1: Staffing based on newsvendor model vs. average forecast in the Erlang A
model.

2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered the problem of finding the optimal staffing level and forecasting error measurement in call centers, where the staffing costs are the initial staffing
costs plus the traffic management costs. We showed that the staffing problem can be
formulated as a newsvendor problem with the optimal initial staffing level occurring at
the Cu I (c0 + Cu) quantile of the arrival rate distribution. Furthermore, we derive that for
the standard performance constraints the staffing cost is linear in the arrival rate error.
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Figure 2.1 : Error in number of agents as a function of the error in forecast for two cases.

This led to the conclusion that the sum of expected quantile errors is the asymptotically
optimal forecasting error measurement, since minimizing it leads to minimizing costs.
This is equivalent to minimizing WAPE in case c0 =Cu . Further numerical results show
that using the sum of quantile errors as the error measurement works extremely well
even for medium sized call centers, and the gap between the estimator and the real
optimum is very small.
As for further research, the following possible improvements and extensions can be
made. Especially the traffic management model is quite simple. Extensions could include agent shifts and piecewise linear costs representing different layers of flexibility.

Chapter 3
Estimating true demand in call centers

In practice, in many call centers customers often perform redials (i.e., reattempt after an
abandonment) and reconnects (i.e., reattempt after an answered call). In the literature,
call center models usually do not cover these features, while real data analysis and simulation results show ignoring them inevitably leads to inaccurate estimation of the total
inbound volume. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a performance model that includes both features. In our model, the total volume consists of three types of calls: (1)
fresh calls (i.e., initial call attempts), (2) redials, and (3) reconnects. In practice, the total
volume is used to make forecasts, while according to the simulation results, this could
lead to high forecast errors, and subsequently lead to wrong staffing decisions. However, most of the call center data sets do not have customer-identity information, which
makes it difficult to identify how many calls are fresh and what fractions of the calls are
redials and reconnects.
Motivated by this, we propose a model to estimate the number of fresh calls, and the redial and reconnect probabilities, using real call center data that has no customer-identity
information. We show that these three variables cannot be estimated simultaneously.
However, it is empirically shown that if one variable is given, the other two variables
can be estimated accurately with relatively small bias. We show that our estimates of redial and reconnect probabilities and the number of fresh calls are close to the real ones,
both via real data analysis and simulation.

3.1

Introduction

In an inbound call center, a manager typically uses historical call data sets to forecast
the future call volumes. Based on the call volume forecast, one can make staffing decisions. An inaccurate forecast inevitably leads to inaccurate staffing decisions (see Steckley et al. (2009)). There is extensive literature on different forecasting methods applied to
call centers. Andrews and Cunningham (1995) use the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) method to forecast the inbound call volume of the L. L. Bean's
call center. Taylor (2012) adjusts the traditional Holt-Winters exponential smoothing
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method to the Poisson count model with gamma-distrib uted arrival rate, and takes both
intraweek and intraday patterns into account in his model. Taylor (2008) compares the
accuracy of a few forecasting models for a British retail bank call center. He concludes
that for forecasting horizons up to two or three days ahead, seasonal ARIMA and HoltWinters model are more accurate, while for longer lead times, simple historical average
is more accurate. Shen and Huang (2008) use the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
method to reduce the dimension of square-root-tra nsformed call center data. Then they
apply time series and regression analysis techniques to make distributional forecasts.
Besides the forecasts, they have also devel0 Jed a method to dynamically update the
forecasts when early realizations of the da ~ .ire given. The doubly stochastic model
built by Jongbloed and Koole (2001) addreE ·s the issue of high variability in call arrival volume. This model has been further de\ eloped in Avramidis et al. (2004a), where
three variants of doubly stochastic model are analyzed and compared. Channouf and
L'Ecuyer (2012) proposed a normal Copula model where they show empirically that
such a model performs better compared to the models in Avramidis et al. (2004a), in the
sense that when trying to fit real data, they achieve better fit of the correlation and the
coefficient of variation. Ibrahim and L'Ecuyer (2013) add the correlation between different call types into a model with additive seasonality, interday correlation and intraday
correlation. A multiplicative way to model the intraweek and intraday pattern is used
by Gans et al. (2012). For a comprehensive literature study on call center forecasting, we
refer to Ibrahim et al. (2016b).
Call center forecasting models aim to achieve the minimum error in the forecasts, where
total inbound volumes are used. In this chapter, we show that the fresh volume is more
appropriate to be used when one makes forecasts, since it is independent of the service
levels, the number of agents and other factors in the call center. In contrast, the total
inbound volumes are influenced by the service levels and staffing decisions of the call
centers, due to the redial and reconnect customer behaviors. Data analysis of a real call
center reveals that a significant fraction of the inbound call volume involves redials and
reconnects. The reason for customers to redial is clear, since abandoned customers did
not get their questions answered in their initial attempts. There are several reasons for
customers to reconnect. For example, a customer may check the status of his previous
request. Also, solutions offered by agents may not be effective for customers, hence,
they may reconnect. Koole (2013) gives more insights on redials and reconnects.
To identify the fresh volume, one would need customer-iden tity information in the data
set, such that redials and reconnects can be filtered out. However, in most of the call
center data sets, customer-iden tity information is either not recorded or not accessible,
i.e., we do not know who is the caller of each call. In other words, we do not know
whether a call is a fresh call, a redial, or a reconnect. Furthermore, the fresh volume is
not stable due to the existence of seasonality and trend. On the other hand, the redial
and reconnect probabilities are less influenced by those effects, thus, they are more stable over time, since they represent the customer behaviors. In this chapter, we will show
how to estimate the number of fresh calls with the assistance of the redial and reconnect
probabilities.
Besides the fact that estimating redial and reconnect probabilities is crucial in estimating the fresh volume, estimating both probabilities themselves is also interesting. Much
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scientific effort has been spent on analyzing the performance of queueing systems with
retrial behaviors (see Artalejo and Pozo (2002), Falin (1995) and the references therein).
Some retrial models are developed for call centers, e.g., Stolletz (2008), Mandelbaum
et al. (2002), Aguir et al. (2004, 2008). The reconnect customer behavior is first mentioned in Gans et al. (2003) as revisit. In service industry, it is referred to as feedback
or re-entrant (Yom-Tov and Mandelbaum (2014)). In Yom-Tov and Mandelbaum (2014),
the authors consider a queueing model to represent hospitals where patients might return to service several times, and they apply fluid and diffusion approximation s to develop some staffing principles to support healthcare staffing. However, customer abandonment is not included in their model. In all the existing works mentioned above,
it is assumed that the retrial or the reconnect probability is known, whereas it can be
difficult to calculate in practice.
Hoffman and Harris (1986) are the first ones who address the issue that the total volume
does not represent the true demand in call centers. Aiming to have a more accurate forecast for the call volume, they estimate the redial probability for the U.S tax-payer service
telephone center. However, Hoffman and Harris (1986) only consider the redial behavior, and they neglect the reconnect behavior. Also, the fresh call arrival rate is assumed
to be a constant among certain hours of the day in their model, whereas in most call
centers the arrival rate is far from constant over the day, exhibiting a certain intraday
pattern, see Shen and Huang (2008), Gans et al. (2012), Ibrahim and L'Ecuyer (2013).
In this chapter, we propose a queueing model that has two extra orbits compared to
the Erlang C model, where abandoned customers redial via one orbit, and answered
customers reconnect via the other orbit. We show that these two extra orbits cannot
be ignored, otherwise it will lead to inaccurate estimation of the total arrival volume,
and thus inaccurate staffing decisions. Having developed and validated the queueing
model, we then estimate the fresh volume, the redial and reconnect probabilities. This
estimation problem is formulated as an optimization problem, where the minimum objective value is attained when the actual redial and reconnect probabilities are chosen.
We show that these three variables cannot be accurately estimated simultaneously . Nevertheless, if one variable is given, it is verified numerically that the other two variables
can be estimated accurately with small relative bias. To allow intra week seasonality, we
adjust our model to a linear programming problem, which is easy to solve. We show
both via simulated data and real call center data that our estimates are close to the real
values.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we motivate the
necessity of making distinction between redials, reconnects and fresh calls. Specifically,
we show simulation examples of such a model to understand the influence of redials
and reconnects on the total volume. In Section 3.3, we present our estimation models
both for constant arrival rate and arrival rate with intraweek seasonal patterns. These
estimation models are validated in Section 3.4 via simulation as well as real call center
data sets.
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3.2

Motivation

According to the description of the call center model with redial and reconnect illustrated by Figure 1.8, the total volume is influenced by the service level, since a bad
service level leads to more abandonments, which in turn leads to a larger number of
redials. In this way, the total call volumes depend on the staffing decisions. To illustrate this, consider the following example. We set the fresh arrival rate to be 10 calls per
minute every day, and the mean HT is set to be four minutes. Since the sum of independent Poisson random variables is again Poisson distributed, F; (i.e., the fresh volume
in day i) is then Poisson distributed with rate 10 · 60 · 24 = 14400. We take B, H, [Ro
and r RC to be exponentially distributed. The total call volume and fresh call volume of
each day are plotted in Figure 3.1 for a 100-day time interval. In this example, we set
p = 0.5 and q = 0.2. The number of agents varies per day, and is drawn from a Poisson
distribution with mean 43, which is slightly above the fresh arrival load per time unit,
i.e., fresh arrival rate times the mean HT. To conduct this simulation, one does not need
to assume the number of agents being Poisson distributed; we make this assumption
merely to model the fact that the staffing level changes each day in call centers, which is
caused by several reasons, such as call centers having different shifts for different weekdays and agents' absenteeism. In the simulation, we generate a call center data set of
100 days.

Total volume
-.----

Fresh volume

§
N

0

20

60

40

80

100

day

Figure 3.1: Call volumes from a simulation example.

Interestingly, Figure 3.1 shows that not only the total volumes are much higher than
the fresh volumes (as they should), but also that they exhibit much higher variability.
If a manager were able to see the fresh volume, it would be easy to predict future call
volumes, since they are just Poisson realizations with constant rate. However, since
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the manager cannot identify who the caller is in the data set, he will only see the total
volume in the data set. Figure 3.1 shows that the total volume depends on the staffing
decisions and thus is highly volatile, which is due to the fact that both the number of
redials and reconnects are influenced by the staffing decisions. In contrast, the fresh
volume has less variability and is independent of the staffing decisions, which should
be used to make forecasts.
In practice, managers usually use the total arrival counts to make forecasts and staffing
decisions. Merely having less volatility may not be sufficient to convince them to use
the fresh volumes. Naturally, the following questions may arise: 'Why is it important
to distinguish between the fresh calls, redials and reconnects?', 'Is knowing the total
volume not enough?', 'Are there more reasons to use the fresh volume besides being
less volatile?'

To address these questions, we simulate two call centers, called CCl and CC2, whose parameters are shown in Table 3.1. CCl represents the case without redials and reconnects,
while CC2 is its counterpart with redials and reconnects, constructed such that the total
call volumes are the same. Both call centers have the same service level requirement,
with SL2 ::::; 80% and AWT being 20 seconds and r ::::; 10%. In CCl, we let p = q = 0, and
it receives 5669 fresh calls in a day. With s = 40, it achieves SL2 = 80.1% and r = 9.6%.
In CC2, we let p = 0.5 and q = 0.2, and the fresh arrival rate per day to be 3700. With
s = 20, it receives also 5669 total calls and achieves SL2 = 21.9% and r = 4.9%, which
is far from achieving the service level requirement. Other parameters such as µ and e
are identical in both call centers. Assume that the manager in CC2 wants to add as little
agents as possible such that CC2 reaches its service level requirement, which is very
close to SL2 and r in CCl in this case. Without making a distinction between the fresh
calls, redials and reconnects, the manager uses the total volume to make forecasts. We
assume that he simply uses the previous observation as the forecasts for the next day,
which is also 5669. Consequently, to achieve the same SL2 and r as in CCl, the manager
in CC2 derives that s = 40, since all parameters besides p and q are the same for CCl
and CC2. In the third row of Table 3.1, one can see that the SL2 is far beyond the 80%
and r is far less than 10% in CC2 by letting s = 40. This means that staffing 40 agents
for CC2 causes overstaffing and hence generates unnecessary staffing costs. Moreover,
one can see that the realization for the next day is 4628, which is far from the original
forecasts. The large forecasting error in this example is caused by not distinguishing the
fresh volume from the total volume rather than using the wrong forecasting method. We
could easily construct other examples to show that for other forecasting methods, such
as ARIMA or exponential smoothing, large forecasting error may still exist. This means
that not differentiating the fresh volume from the total volume can lead to large error
in forecasts as well as in staffing decisions. In summary, this example emphasizes the
necessities of knowing the fresh volumes, as well as using it in making operational decisions in call centers. When we say that the fresh volume represents the true demand,
it is actually a subjective claim. People could also choose to claim that the total volume
represents the true demand. However, this would make the demand more complicated
rather than a simple number. For example, if one uses the total volume to represent the
demand, and assumes that the demand is to be 100, then the number 100 is ambiguous,
i.e., is the total volume being 100 obtained by staffing 20 agents or 40 agents; is the service level low or high when we receive 100 calls; when we have different HT, would the
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CCI
CC2
CC2

p
0
0.5
0.5

F

q
0
0.2
0.2

4
2.6
2.6

s
40
20
40

Total arrivals
5669
5669
4628

F

SL2

r

5669
3705
3689

80.1 %
21.9%
94.8%

9.6%
49.0%
0.7%

Table 3.1: Two simulation results,µ = 1/10,e = l/2,i5Ro = 20,i5Rc = 50.

demand still be 100? These complications or questions will not arise if we use the fresh
volume to represent the demand.

3.3

Estimation model

Many call center data sets are similar to the simulated data set we generated in the previous section: customer identity information is not available. Thus, in such call center
data sets for N days, we would only know Ai and Ci (i = 1, ... , N), which stand for the
number of abandoned calls in day i and the number of connected calls in day i, respectively. We denote Ti as the total number of calls in day i, and ri := Ad Ti, which is the
abandonment percentage of day i.
To estimate h p and q, we start with the simple case where Fi ,. .__, Pois (AF ), i.e., each
day has the same arrival rate of fresh calls, but we do not know how big ,.\F is. Note
that, by this assumption, we ignore the intraweek arrival pattern in the call center data
set. We will extend our model to address this pattern in subsection 3.3.2. For the rest of
this chapter, we refer top, q, AF as estimated values of p, q and ,.\F by using our model,
respectively, and p*, q* and Af: as the true values of p, q and Af, respectively.

3.3.1

Basic setup

By definition, we know that an inbound call can either be a fresh call, a redial or a
reconnect. Hence, the following equation holds
(3.1)

Ti= Fi + Rei + RDi,

where RDi and Rei are the number of redials and reconnects in day i, respectively.
RDi ,. .__, B(Ai,p* ), Rei ,. .__, B(ei,q* ), where B(k,p) stands for the binomial distribution
with parameters k and p. If we let Fi = ,.\F + €i, RDi := Aip* + ei, and Rei := eiq* + Yfi,
then Equation (3.1) can be rewritten as
Ti

=

AF + Aip* + eiq* + €i + ei + Y/i·

(3.2)

Also, since a call is either answered or abandoned, we know that Ti = Ai + ei. Inserting
this equation into Equation (3.2), we obtain

(1 - p* )Ai + (1 - q* )ei - AF

=

€i + ei + Y/i ·

(3.3)
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For given data points A 1, .. . , A N, and C1, .. . , CN, we consider the following minimization problem to estimate p, q and Af,

(p,q,AF) = argmin

N

L 1(1- p)A; + (1- q)C; -

o::; p,q < l ,Ar i=l

Afl,

(3.4)

where the objective function is the SAD. Note that in problem (3.4), we use SAD as
the estimation error measurement rather than using other error measurements, such
as the sum of squared errors. There are two reasons for this. The first reason is that
as we showed in Chapter 2, the forecast that minimizes the absolute errors will also
minimize the error in the number of agents. Another reason is that minimizing the SAD
is more robust against outliers, compared to minimizing the sum of squared errors. In
subsection 3.4.2, we emperically verify this claim using two real call center data sets.
In fact, the errors measured by SAD are scaled errors, in the sense that if we choose
large numbers for p and q, the error would be smaller. An extreme example that indicates this scaling problem is letting p = 1 and q = 1, and SAD would always be 0 by
choosing AF = 0. Therefore, we introduce the following minimization problem, which
uses WAPE instead of SAD as the objective function to remove this scaling problem,
•• 1 )
( p,q, 1
lF =

.

argmm
o::; p,q < l,Ar

L,[: 1 1(1 - p)A;+(l - q)C; - AF I
N

L i=l ((1- p)A; + (1 - q)C;)

(3.5)

One can notice that we choose term L,[: 1 (( 1 - p)A; + (1 - q)C;) as the denominator
of WAPE rather than the term L,[: 1 "-F· This is for computational purposes. Because p
and q are always bounded between 0 and 1, we can calculate the minimum WAPE on a
grid of p and q ranging from 0 to 1. In contrast, we have no information on how big AF
is, which makes it more difficult to find the minimum WAPE if we let L,[: AF to be the
1
denominator.
Above, we have shown a regression method for estimating (p*, q*, A[:) . However, one
can notice that we have three degrees of freedom (namely, p, q and AF), while only
observations for A;s and C;s are being made. This means that in a call center data set
without customer identity information, we cannot estimate ( p*, q*, A[:) simultaneously,
and one parameter needs to be given before any regression method can be applied.
In a call center, there are different ways to estimate the reconnect probability. For example, the manager can ask agents to do some polling (e.g. for one whole day), we staff
enough agents, so that almost all calls are handled, and we ask each agent to record each
connected call's customer name or identity, then by the end of the day, we can calculate
how many customers have called back. For the redial probability, this is more difficult
to do, since abandoned customer's information is often not recorded . Using polling to
determine the number of fresh calls is also difficult, because the number of fresh calls is
not stable over time, due to the presence of trend and seasonality (see Shen and Huang
(2008) and Ibrahim and L'Ecuyer (2013)).
Assuming q = q*, we present an algorithm to numerically compute

(p, AF).
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Algorithm 1:
Step 0: Let p = 0, WAPE = 1, and let the grid size to be S·
Step 1: Calculate L; = (1 - p)A; + (1 - q*) C;, for all i = 1, . . . , N, and
IL; -L;,\ FI .
AF -- me d.ian ( L i, L2, ... , L N ) , a -- L; t;
Step 2: If a < WAPE, then let WAPE = a, p = p, AF = Af.
Step 3: If p ;::: 1, then stop; else, p = p +<:,go to Step 1.

In this estimation model, we only consider redials and reconnects in the same day of the
fresh call. We will motivate this assumption when we analyze the redial and reconnect
behaviors from a real call center data set.

3.3.2

Intraweek seasonality

In Model (3.5), we made the assumption that each day has the same fresh call arrival
rate. Often this is an unrealistic assumption in a real call center. We will show in subsection 3.4.1 that for two real call center data sets, both the total volume and the fresh
volume show strong intraweek patterns. Thus, to make our model applicable in call
center data with intra week seasonality, we make adjustments to estimation model (3.5).
To this end, we assume that the weekly total fresh calls distributed to each day of the
week in a multiplicative way, i.e.,

EAF; = EWFw· · f-"P.d·1
'

J

I

where w; and d; are the week number of day i and the weekday of day i, respectively,
d; E {l,2,3,4,5} (since we ignore the weekends), w; = 1,2, ... n, where n stands for the
number of weeks. WFw; is a random variable that s tands for the total number of fresh
calls of week w;. Thus, f3d; can be interpreted as the proportion of calls on weekday
d; out of the whole week. A key assumption of this multiplicative model is that f3d;
does not depend on the week number. Such a multiplicative model has been applied in
several call center forecasting models (see Weinberg et al. (2007), Brown et al. (2005) and
Gans et al. (2012)). Therefore, our estimation model changes to

(3.6)

5

s.t.

I: /3j = 1,
j= l

WF:v; = WAw;( l - p) + WCw;( l - q),

w; =

1,2, ... n,

where WF;0 is the estimated number of fresh calls in week w;, WA w and WCw are
the total nu~ber of abandoned calls and total number of connected c~lls in week w;,
respectively. Since A; and C; are given observations, we can easily obtain their aggregated weekly volumes WAw; and WCw;· The intuition behind model (3.6) is that the
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daily fresh call volume is proportional to the weekly total fresh call volume. Once we
have (p, q, ~d; ), AF,i can be obtained via

AF,i = (WAw; (l - p) + WCw;( l - q)) · ~d; 1 i = 1,2, . . . ,N.
Similar to the approach we took for solving (3.5), we assume q = q*, and we solve
(3.6) on a grid of p. Assuming q = q*, and for a given value of p, problem (3.6) is a
quantile regression problem with a linear constraint, which is equivalent to a linear programming (LP) problem. The corresponding LP problem of model (3.6) can be written
as
N

L (Z(

min
f3d;,zt,z;- i=l

+ Zi)

N

s.t.

I: /3d; =

1,

i=l

z+ - z- i

(1 - p)A- + (1 - q)C - WF' . · /3d

i -

'

'

w,

L~1( ( l - p)Ai+(l-q ) Ci)

(3.7)

i = 1, .. . , N,

'
I

WF;v; = WAw;( l - p) + WCw;( l - q), i = 1, ... , N,
0 :::; p, q, /3 :::; 1,

Z( ,Zj 2 0, i

= 1, .. . ,N.

In fact, problems (3.6) and (3.7) are equivalent (see Charnes et al. (1955)). We now give
the idea of the proof, the equivalence of (3.6) and (3.7) holds if

+

_ _ 1(1 - p)A i + (1 - q)Ci -

z. + z. I

I

N

wF;v; · /3d; I

Li=l((l - p)Ai +(l - q)Ci)

I

._

l

- 1, .. . ,N,

and it suffices to show that at least one of the values Z( and z i- is zero in the optimal
solution; otherwise, assume Z( and Zj are both non-zero, then one could find a solution which has a smaller objective value by substracting min { z( , z i- } from Z( and

zi- .

Assuming q = q*, we show the following algorithm to numerically obtain

(p, AF).

In this chapter, we use linp function in package limSol ve in R to solve the LP problem in
Step 2. When choosing how large sis, one should bear in mind that when the grid size
sis big, the precision will be low; when s decreases, the computation time will increase.
In this chapter, we set the grid size to be 0.01, and for such a grid size, the computation
time is small even for N = 500, i.e., less than 2 minutes.
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Algorithm 2:
Step 0: Let p = 0, WAPE = 1, and let the grid size to be S·
Step 1: Calculate Li = (1 - p)Ai + (1 - q* )Ci, for all i = l, ... , N,
and WFw; = (1 - p)WAw; + (1 - q* )WCw;i for all Wi = 1, ... , n.
Step 2: Solve LP problem (3.7) for given p and q = q* .
Step 3: Let a be the objective value to the optimal solution, and bd; be the
optimal value for decision variable f3d;' i = 1, 2, . .. , N.
Step 4: If a < WAPE, then WAPE = a, p = p, AF,i = WFw; · bd;' for
alli = 1,2, ... ,N.
Step 5: If p 2: 1, then stop; else, p = p + 2;0 to Step 1.

s

3.4

Validation

In this section, we test our estimation model (3.5) in the data sets generated by discreteevent simulation. The data generation procedure is the same as described in Section 3.2.
Once the data have been generated, we use the model (3.5) for the estimation, then the
estimated values are compared with simulation inputs.
Five different parameter settings are tested. These parameters are shown in Table 3.2,
where i\. f: is the fresh arrival rate per minute. For each parameter setting, we also validate our estimation model for different number of days, namely for N = 20, N = 50
and N = 100. For a given sample size, the estimators are themselves random variables. To understand the bias and the variability of the estimators, we replicate such
simulation- estimation procedure fifty times, and then calculate the sample mean and
standard deviation of the estimated values. Note that larger numbers of replications
lead to more accurate estimates for the means and quantiles, but it will be more computationally expensive.
We used Algorithm 1 to calculate the estimated values. The sample mean, standard
deviation, 5% and 95% quantile of the estimated values are shown in Table 3.3.
Example
1
2
3
4

5

p
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7

q
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0

i\. *E
10
10
4
4
4

1/ /l min
4
4

10
9
9

Bmin
2
2
2
3
3

c5Ro min

c5Rc min

5
15
20
15
10

10
30
50
50
N.A.

Table 3.2: Parameters of the simulation experiments .
In Table 3.3, the estimations for p* and i\. f: are denoted as filq * and AFlq*, respectively,
and the notation "lq*" stands for the fact that it is an estimator given q = q*. Furthermore, we let SD be the sample standard deviation of the estimators, and Qa,p and Qa,,\r
stand for the sample IX quantile (ix = 0.05 or 0.95) of the estimator rlq* and AFlq*, re-
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Example
1

2

3

4

5

N
20
50
100
20
50
100
20
50
100
20
50
100
20
50
100
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E(piq*)
0.505
0.502
0.501
0.500
0.501
0.501
0.522
0.512
0.506
0.710
0.702
0.702
0.708
0.701
0.702

SD(p iq*) ( Qo.05,17, Oo.95,p)
0.027
0.010
0.006
0.012
0.009
0.005
0.043
0.016
0.010
0.022
0.009
0.006
0.042
0.014
0.009

(0.464, 0.547)
(0.485, 0.516)
(0.493, 0.510)
(0.480, 0.519)
(0.488, 0.514)
(0.491, 0.508)
(0.457, 0.595)
(0.482, 0.536)
(0.491, 0.523)
(0.670, 0.744)
(0.688, 0.719)
(0.693, 0.710)
(0.642, 0.771)
(0.680, 0.718)
(0.687, 0.715)

E(Apiq*)
9.960
9.969
9.971
9.990
9.987
9.992
3.942
3.958
3.969
3.930
3.958
3.956
3.990
3.996
3.996

SD(A pl q*) ( Ooo5)E' Oo.95,,\E )
0.096
0.039
0.021
0.049
0.032
0.021
0.070
0.028
0.017
0.080
0.036
0.017
0.039
0.016
0.011

(9.810, 10.110)
(9.913, 10.032)
(9.937, 10.000)
(9.920, 10.058)
(9.936, 10.033)
(9.961, 10.026)
(3.829, 4.052)
(3.920, 4.015)
(3.946, 3.999)
(3.809, 4.069)
(3.898, 4.018)
(3.935, 3.983)
(3.937, 4.066)
(3.971, 4.018)
(3.980, 4.013)

Table 3.3: Estimation results.

spectively. One can see from Table 3.3 that the differences between E(plq* ) and the p*
are less than 0.03, even for a relatively small sample size such as N = 20.
Furthermore, one could see from Table 3.3 that AF is a biased estimator, which underestimates A
.f. Here we describe the reason of this bias and argue that it is relatively small
compared to Af:. The source of the biases mainly comes from the fact that the median
of AF would minimize the WAPE, while Af: is the mean of AF. In the case that AF is a
Poisson random variable, the difference between its mean and median is not zero, but
some small values that are bounded by 1 (Chen and Rubin (1986)). However, since the
estimation method uses daily aggregated volumes, the bias is relatively small compared
to Af:, as one can confirm this in the results of all examples in Table 3.3. To illustrate the
relation between p, q and the WAPE, we plot the minimum WAPE on a grid of p and q
in Figure 3.2. One can see that the true parameters p* and q* are on the line where the
minimum WAPE is attained. Other simulation examples (not shown here) gave similar
graphs as in Figure 3.2. This figure confirms that when q = q*, the minimum WAPE
leads to the accurate estimate for p. Moreover, this figure also shows how sensitive p is
with respect to the choice of q. For example, if one would make a calculation error of€
for q*, then in this example, the estimation error for p would be €· 5/8, since the slope
of the line with minimum WAPE is 5/8 and our estimated point can only be one of the
points in this line.
Note that in the simulation, we take B, H, r RC and r RD to be exponentially distributed.
However, since Ai and Ci are realizations which can be obtained from the data, how
B, H, r RC and r RD are distributed becomes irrelevant for estimation model (3.5). We
now explain the reason. Assume for simplicity, there is only one fresh call during the
day, and this call is connected. However, this customer would like to reconnect today,
and this reconnect is answered again. Whether this customer calls back at 2pm or 5pm
will not change the fact that there are two answered calls, one of them is a reconnect,
and q = 1 /2. Thus, as long as customers call back within the same day as their corresponding fresh calls, how large '5Rc is does not have any influence on estimation results.
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Figure 3.2: Values of WAPE on the grid of p and q for simulated data example 1, with
the red points standing for (p*,q*).

Consequently, we can extend our estimation model to call centers where these variables
have general distributions.

3.4.1

Validation using real data

In this section, we analyze real call center data to understand the redial and reconnect
behaviors as well as to validate our estimation model (3.7). This data set consists of call
arrival records to the Vanad Laboratory. The calls are recorded from lst April 2012 to
29th September 2012. There are in total 498508 call records during these periods. On
Sundays, the call center is closed. On Saturdays, the arrival volume is quite low, i.e.,
5508 total call records for 26 Saturdays. Therefore, we may ignore the weekends call
data, and focus only on the weekdays. We also remove the weeks which consist of one
or few days of holidays. This leaves us with 22 weeks of data. Each call record consists
of seven attributes, i.e., call arrival date, an val time, caller's phone number, router
name, agent number, time that the call is answered and the time that the call is hang up.
We assume that each caller is identified by its phone number. Approximately 20% of
the caller's phone numbers is unidentified, since some callers set their phone number
to be invisible by the call receivers. There are eleven different types of routers that
can be selected by a caller. The selection of router is done by customers via Interactive
Voice Response (IVR) unit. After the customer has made the selection, his call will be
distributed by an Automatic Call Distributor (ACDs). Each router represents one or
multiple types of questions that a customer may have. Among those eleven routers,
there are four major routers, which consist of approximately 71 % of all calls. Among
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those four routers, we will focus our study on two specific routers which are referred to
as router A and router B. The reasons that we choose these two routers are the following;
(i) other routers may represent multiple types of questions, and customers who have
different types of questions may have different redial and reconnect behaviors; (ii) some
routers have been merged or changed their names during the data collection periods.
For this data set, we have the caller-identity information, which allows us to follow
each customer and see whether he called back or not. In Figures 3.3 and 3.4, we plot
the histograms of realizations of r RO and r RC for router A. For router B, we obtain
similar figures . We can see that both for redial and reconnect, most of the customers call
back in the same day as their fresh calls, and they call back shortly after abandonments
or connected calls. A small fraction of the customers redial or reconnect one or two
days later after the fresh call. Therefore, in our model, it is sufficient to assume that
the redials and the reconnects arrive in the same day as the fresh call, i.e., customer
who calls again one or more days later will be regarded as another fresh call. Some
descriptive statistics are shown in Table 3.4. The total number, the fresh number and
the redials and reconnects are plotted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In these two graphs, the
unidentified calls are removed.
In Figures 3.5 and 3.6, one could still see high variability in the number of fresh calls
in contrast to Figure 3.1, where very little variability is observed in the number of fresh
calls. This is because besides the redials and reconnects, another source of variability in
the total volumes in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 is the intra week seasonality. In other words, one
cannot use the redials and reconnects to explain all the variabilities in real call center
data, since intraweek seasonality is also a major cause of variability. This observation
would confirm the necessity to include seasonality in the estimation model.
Router
A
B

Total volume
41624
28526

Fresh volume
36515
23782

Redials
2142
1117

Reconnects
2967
3627

Table 3.4: Descriptive statistics
After removing the unidentified calls, RD; and RC; become observations in this data
set with customer identity information, and we use following formulas to calculate the
actual redial and reconnect probabilities,

We also calculate the probabilities p* and q* of each weekday and show them in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. We see that the redial and reconnect behaviors are quite significant,
i.e., the reconnect probability can reach 15%. This further confirms the necessity of including both orbits in the queueing model. Furthermore, we see that both probabilities
are different, i.e., the redial probability is usually larger than the reconnect probability.
Intuitively, this makes sense, since an abandoned customer has higher urge to call back
than an answered customer. For different routers, the redial probability has more fluctu-
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Figure 3.3: The histograms of realizations of r RO for Router A.

ations than reconnect probability. However, within the same router for every weekday
both probabilities are stable, only except for the redial probability for router A on Friday. Therefore, it is sufficient to have two parameters for all weekdays together for
redial and reconnect probabilities of each router.
We apply Algorithm 2 to the Vanad Laboratories data set (with grid size 0.01). The estimation results are shown in Table 3.7, where WAPE F is used to measure the percentage
difference between AF,i and AF,i' and it is defined as
WAPEF :=

\'N

IA F,1-* A*F,1·I .

L..1 = 1 N

Li=l IAFil
One can see from Table 3.7 that our estimation of redial probability for router A is
approximately 0.05 higher than the real redial probability, while for router B, our estimation is about 0.09 higher. For a call center with r = 20%, i.e., 20% of all calls are
abandoned, 0.09 error in redial probability would lead to less than 2% error in estimating the number of fresh calls. For these two routers, whose abandonment percentages
are much smaller than 20%, 0.09 would lead to even less errors. Therefore, maximum
of 0.09 error in our estimate of the redial probability is acceptable. Furthermore, the
WAPEF for both routers are quite small, which are both less than 3%. The real fresh
calls and the estimated fresh calls are plotted Figures 3.11and3.12. In both figures, our
estimates AF,i are quite close to the real fresh calls AF,i·
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Figure 3.4: The histograms of realizations of r RC for Router B.

To understand the relation between p, q and the WAPE, we plotted the minimum WAPE
on a grid of p and q in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. One can see that the true parameters p*
and q* are close to the region where the minimum WAPE is attained. This also suggests
that once we know q*, the minimum WAPE will lead us to a close estimate for p.
3.4.2

Minimizing WAPE vs. minimizing SSE

In this subsection, we compare the estimator that minimizes WAPE with the ordinary
least squared (OLS) estimator which minimizes SSE. The WAPE or the absolute errors
are more robust against outliers comparing to the squared errors (Narula et al. (1999)).
We now emperically validate this claim with our data.
Given q*, the OLS estimator can be obtained by

N

s.t.

'[,

(3.8)

/3d; = 1,

i= l

WF:v; = WAw; (1 - p) + WCw;( l - q*) ,

wi

= 1,2, . . . n.

Minimization problem (3.8) is a standard regression problem with linear constraints.
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Figure 3.5: The plots of the total number of calls, fresh number of calls, redials plus
reconnects for Router A.

The fitted squared errors for routers A and Bare plotted in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Based
on these two figures, we can clearly visualize some outliers. These outliers are not
holidays or being caused by any special events, thus, one could not identify them in
advance. To validate the sensitivity of the OLS estimator with respect to outliers, we
removed the whole week data for weeks that contain one or more days of outliers. The
WAPE estimator and the OLS estimator based on data with and without outliers are
shown in Tables 3.8 and 3.9. The results show that with the outliers, the OLS estimator leads to larger estimation errors for both routers compared to those for the WAPE
estimator; while without the outliers, OLS estimator results in much more accurate estimation. For instance, we see in Table 3.9 that even a single outlier can lead to a very
different estimation result for the OLS estimator. On the other hand, it can be seen that
the WAPE estimator is much less sensitive to those outliers, in the sense that both with
and without outliers, the WAPE estimator leads to accurate estimates. In call centers,
the call volume is influenced by a lot of effects, some of which can be easily identified
by date, such as holiday effects. However, not all outliers are easily identifiable in call
center data. For example, in day 47 of Figure 3.9, it is difficult to judge whether this day
is an outlier or not. Th erefore, for the advantage of being more robust against outliers,
we prefer the WAPE estimator to the OLS estimator.
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Figure 3.6: The plots of the total number of calls, fresh number of calls, redials plus
reconnects for Router B.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a queueing model for call centers with redials and reconnects. We use simulation results as well as real data analysis results to show that both
features are significant and should not be ignored. We claim that it is more convenient to
let the fresh volume represent the demand in call center in the sense that it does not depend on future operational decisions and other parameters such as customer patience
and HT. Simulations show that if one does not distinguish between the total volume
and the fresh volume, and uses the total volume to make operational decisions, it could
lead to unnecessary costs. Thus, knowing the fresh volume is important for call centers.
However, direct calculation of the number of fresh calls is difficult in some call centers,
since customer identity information is not available in their data. In our model, we try to
estimate the redial probability, reconnect probability and the fresh calls simultaneously
in call center data without customer identity information by solving a minimization
problem. However, we show that these three parameters cannot be estimated simultaneously. It is empirically shown that in order to have an accurate estimation, one
variable needs to be given. We propose a polling method in call centers to calculate the
reconnect probability. Once the reconnect probability is given, we show via simulation
examples that the other two variables can be estimated. We also validate our model via
two real call center data sets. Our estimate of the redial probabilities for both data sets
are close to the actual redial probabilities, with errors of less than 0.09. Furthermore,
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Mon
0.52
0.08

p*
q*

Wed
0.46
0.07

Tue
0.52
0.08

Thu
0.49
0.09

Fri
0.43
0.08

Table 3.5: Real redial and reconnect probabilities of each weekday for Router A.

p*
q*

Mon
0.42
0.15

Wed
0.38
U4

Tue
0.40
0.13

Thu
0.38
0.15

Fri
0.39
0.12

Table 3.6: Real redial and reconnect prol Jilities of each weekday for Router B.
Router
A
B

p*

q*

plq*

0.49
0.40

0.08
0.14

0.54
0.49

WAPEF
2.6%
3.0%

Table 3.7: Estimation results for both routers.

our estimate of the number of fresh calls are very close to the real number of fresh calls,
with WAPEF less than 3%.
In addition to help call center managers to estimate the fresh volumes of the call centers, this chapter also addresses the reconnect customer behavior in call centers. In the
data set of Vanad Laboratories, we find out that the number of reconnects is significant.
Neglecting it will lead to inaccurate prediction of the call volumes, which will cause
inaccurate staffing. Inspired by these findings in this chapter, we propose the following
topics for further research. First, for a call center manager, it would be interesting to
know what are the consequences of neglecting reconnects in terms of costs or service
levels. Second, in order to make the right staffing decisions, it would be useful to evaluate the service levels of a call center with consideration of the reconnect behaviors. Last,
the redial and reconnect behaviors will introduce intraday correlation to the call center
data. For example, if a manager saw a busy morning, he would expect a busy afternoon, since some "morning customers" will redial or reconnect in the afternoon. This
raises an interesting question: 'how should the manager update the agents' schedules
dynamically when morning realizations are available?'
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p
p (O LS)

With outliers
0.54
0.70

Without outliers
0.57
0.44

Table 3.8: Comparing different estimators for Router A.

p
p (O LS)

With outliers
0.49
0.81

Without outliers
0.52
0.58

Table 3.9: Comparing different estimators for Router B.
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Chapter 4
Fluid approximation of a model with redials and
reconnects

Despite the existence and significant amount of redials and reconnects in call centers,
these two features together have not been considered when making staffing decisions.
As we showed in Chapter 3, ignoring them will inevitably lead to under- or overestimation of call volumes, which results in improper and hence costly staffing decisions.
Motivated by this, in this chapter we study the staffing problems (i.e., for given parameters, determine the number of agents) for the call center model with redials and
reconnects. We use a fluid model to derive first order approximations for the number
of customers in the redial and reconnect orbits in heavy traffic. We show that the fluid
limit of such a model is the unique solution to a system of three differential equations.
Furthermore, we use the fluid limit to calculate the expected total arrival rate, which
is then given as an input to the Erlang A formula for the purpose of calculating the
service levels and abandonment probabilities. The performance of such a procedure
is validated numerically in the case of both single intervals with constant parameters
and multiple intervals with time-dependent parameters. The results demonstrate that
this approximation method leads to accurate estimates for the service levels and the
abandonment probabilities.

4.1

Introduction

The response-time performance of call centers is crucial for the customer satisfaction.
It is essential to the costs and the performances of call centers that managers make the
right staffing decisions (i.e., determine the right number of agents). Various models
have been developed in order to support such decision processes. One of the most
widely used models is the Erlang C model and there is a lot of literature on it (see Gans
et al. (2003) and the references therein). The square-root staffing rule is a simplified and
approximated staffing rule for the Erlang C model, which is proposed by Halfin and
Whitt (1981). However, the Erlang C model does not include customer abandonments,
51
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while the Erlang A model does. Garnett et al. (2002) show that the square-root staffing
rule remains valid for the Erlang A model. However, both the Erlang C and the Erlang
A model ignore customer redial (a re-attempt after an abandoned call) behaviors in call
centers, while this behavior can be quite significant (see Gans et al. (2003) and reference
therein). Aguir et al. (2008) discover that ignoring redials can lead to under-staffing or
over-staffing, depending on the forecasting assumption being made. This model with
reneging was later extended by Phung-Due and Kawanishi (2014) and Phung-Due and
Kawanishi (2011) with an extra feature of after-call work. Sze (1984) studies a queueing model where abandonments and redials are included, focusing on heavily loaded
systems. We refer to Falin and Templeton (1 9''7) for more references on retrial queues.
Motivated by the application in healthcare staffing with reentrant patients, Liu and
Whitt (2014), Yom-Tov and Mandelbaum (2014) develop methods to set staffing levels for models with and without Markovian routing. Such methods remain valid for
time-varying demand. In Ding et al. (2013), the authors use real call center data to show
that an inbound call can either be a fresh call (an initial attempt), a redial or a reconnect.
Also, as argued in Ding et al. (2013), redials and reconnects should be considered and
modeled, since not distinguishing them from the fresh calls can lead to significantly
over- or underestimation of the total inbound volume. As a consequence, neglecting
the impact of redials and reconnects will lead to either overstaffing or understaffing. In
case of overstaffing, the performance of the call center will be good, but at unnecessarily
high costs. In case of understaffing, the performance of the call center will be degraded,
which may lead to customer dissatisfaction and possibly customer churn. Despite the
economic relevance of including both features in staffing models, to the best of the authors' knowledge no papers have appeared on staffing of call centers where both redials
and reconnects are included. This chapter aims to fill this gap, that is, we investigate
the staffing problem in call centers with the features of both redials and reconnects. We
focus on the case of large call centers that operate under heavy load.
In the Erlang C model, if the system is heavily loaded, the expected queue length will go
to infinity in stationarity, and arriving customers will on average experience infinitely
long waits. However, for large call centers with customer abandonments, especially
during the busy hours when the inbound volume is quite large such that the system
operates under heavy load, it is possible that most customers will experience relatively
short waiting times while having only a small customer abandonment percentage. Further discussions of this effect can be found in Garnett et al. (2002).
In this chapter, we aim to answer the following question: "In large call centers, for given
number of agents, what are the SL2 and abandonment percentage r if both redialing and
reconnection of customers are taken into account?" To answer this question, one must
first estimate the total number of arrivals into the call center. This is not trivial, since
as we have shown in Chapter 3 that the number of total arrivals depends on the number of agents. This dependency becomes more complicated in real life, due to the fact
that the rate of fresh calls arriving and the number of agents are often time-dependent.
If the number of arrivals cannot be determined, it is impossible to calculate the SL2 .
Therefore, in this chapter, we take a two-step approach to calculate SL2 and r. First, we
numerically calculate the expected total arrival rate at any instant time by using a fluid
limit approximation. We also show that the fluid limit of this model is a unique solution
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to a system of three deterministic differential equations. In the second step, under the
assumption of the total arrival process being Poisson, we apply the Erlang A formula to
obtain the SL2 and r. This approximation turns out to be quite accurate. In this chapter,
we consider only the expected SL2 and r, for discussions about the SL variability, we
refer to the work by Roubos et al. (2012).
Fluid models for call centers have been extensively studied. Whitt (2006) develops a
deterministic fluid limit which the authors use to provide first-order performance descriptions for the GIG I Is + G I queueing model under heavy traffic, where the second
GI stands for the i.i.d. patience distribution. In Whitt (2006), the redial behavior is not
considered, though. The existence and uniqueness of the fluid limit are given as conjectures. Mandelbaum et al. (2002) use the fluid and diffusion approximation for the multiserver system with abandonments and redials. They obtain first order approximations
of queue length and expected waiting time as well as their confidence bounds. In Mandelbaum et al. (1999), the authors use a fluid and a diffusion approximation for the time
varying multiserver queue with abandonments and retrials. They show that both approximations can be obtained by solving sets of non-linear differential equations, where
the diffusion process can provide confidence bounds for the fluid approximation. The
work by Mandelbaum et al. (1998) gives more general theoretical results for fluid and
diffusion approximations for Markovian service networks. Aguir et al. (2004) extend
the model by allowing customer balking behavior, but no formal proof of the fluid limit
is given. Besides the applications in staffing call centers, fluid models have also been applied in delay announcement of customers in call centers (see Ibrahim and Whitt (2009,
2011)). Besides the fluid or the diffusion limits, there are other methods that can be used
to approximate queueing models, such as the Gaussian Variance Approximation (GVA)
method developed by Massey and Pender (2011). Such a GVA approach is generalized
by Pender and Massey (2014) to Jackson networks with abandonments, which leads to
better approximations compared to approximation results obtained by the corresponding fluid and diffusion limits.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe the queueing
model with the features of the redials and reconnects. In Section 4.3, we propose a
fluid model, which is a deterministic analogue of the stochastic model. We prove that
the original stochastic model converges to the fluid model under a proper scaling. We
numerically compute the fluid approximations to the number of customers in the queue
as well as those in two orbits, and simulate the original model, and compare them in the
case of single intervals and multiple intervals, where the parameters are time-dependent
but remain piece-wise constants within each interval. The Erlang A formula is then used
to approximate the waiting time distributions in Section 4.5.

4.2

The redial and reconnect behaviors

To simplify our analysis, in this chapter, we assume that the HT of each customer is
independent and exponentially distributed; for the study of dependent HT, please see
Pang and Whitt (2012).
The reason to include of reconnects and to consider the exponential assumption of r RD
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and f RC are that in practice the volume of reconnect is significant and f RD and f RC are
approximately exponential. To demonstrate these, we conduct data analysis of real call
center data, which has been descibed and used in Chapter 3. For simplicity, we only
select one type of call, which accounts for nearly 40% of all call records. The redial and
reconnect probabilities of this type of call are 0.40 and 0.15, respectively. Then, in such
a case, if all the customers are connected to agents and 15% of the connected customers
reconnect exactly once, then more than 13% of the total number of arrivals are reconnects. This further confirms the necessity to include the reconnect customer behavior
in call center models. Besides calculating p and q from the data, we also plot the histograms of [RD and rRc in Figures 4.1and4.2. When generating these two figures, if a
customer tries to redial or reconnect after one day, we consider that call back as a fresh
call. We make this consideration because most of the customers call back in the same
day as their corresponding fresh calls (Ding et al. (2013)). The sample averages of r RD
and fRc are libRD = 41.46 minutes and 1/bRc = 53.49 minutes, respectively. As one
can see from the shapes in Figures 4.1and4.2 that the histograms have longer tails than
the exponential distributions. Apart from the longer tails, the exponential distributions
seem to be good approximations for f RD and f RC· This can be demonstrated by the two
Q-Q plots in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b. In these two Q-Q plots, we ignore all the samples
that are larger than 3 hours for f RD and that are larger 4 hours for f RC' which account
for less than 8% of total sample size. Therefore, we keep the assumption that r RD and
f RC are exponentially distributed.
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In our model, we assume that there is no difference between the handling times of the
fresh calls and those of the reconnects. To validate this assumption, we calculate the
AHT for the fresh calls and the reconnects, e.g., EB = 5.14 minutes, for the fresh calls,
and EB = 5.35 minutes, for the reconnects. Thus, the fresh calls have slightly lower
AHT. We think that a possible cause for this is that reconnects might represent more difficult questions of customers than the fresh calls, which means it requires longer efforts
to handle the reconnects. However, if we differentiate between the handling times of
the fresh calls and the reconnects, this would complicate the model significantly, since
instead of knowing the total number of customers in the queue, one would need to
know both the number of the reconnects and the number of the fresh calls in the queue,
as well as their orders in the queue. Therefore, considering the added complexity and
the fact that the difference between them is relatively small, in this chapter, we keep our
assumption that the fresh calls are statistically the same as the reconnects in terms of
HT.

4.3

Fluid limit approximations

In this section, we first show that the problem of calculating the expected total arrival
rate comes down to the problem of calculating EZQ(t), EZRo(t) and EZRc(t), where
ZQ(t) is the number of customers in the queue plus the number of customers in service
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Figure 4.3: Q-Q plots.
at time t, ZRo(t) is the number of customers in the redial orbit at time t, and ZRc(t) is
the number of customers in the reconnect orbit at time t, and ZQ(t), ZRo(t) and ZRc(t)
are random processes. Because an arrival can be a fresh call, a redial or a reconnect, the
following equation holds for any t,

EAT(t) = AF(t)
= AF(t)

+ EARo(t) + EARc(t)
+ bRoEZRo(t) + bRcEZRc(t),

(4.1)

where AT(t) stands for the total arrival rate at time t, which is a stochastic process, AF(t)
stands for the fresh arrival rate at time t, ARo(t) and ARc(t) stand for the arrival rate
due to redials and reconnects at time t, respectively. Therefore, once EZQ(t),EZRo(t)
and EZRc(t) are known, EAT(t) can be obtained by Equation (4.1). Note that ZQ(t) does
not appear in Equation (4.1), but we will see later that ZRo(t) and ZRc(t) depend on

ZQ(t) .
In fact, the stochastic process {Z(t), t 2: O}, which is defined by
(4.2)

is a three-dimensional Markov process, because the inter-arrival time, HT and other
durations are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The state space of this Markov
process is Z~ . To save space, we will not show the transition diagram here. Since it is
a Markov process, we can truncate the system at a certain large state, and numerically
obtain the steady state distribution of Z(t) by solving global balance equations. Theoretically, this method offers almost exact results, in the sense that one can control the error
by truncating at some sufficiently large state. However, for the model we consider, it is
very difficult to formulate and solve the global balance equations, especially for large
systems. Therefore, for the convenience of practical usage, we will not consider solving
this Markov process, but some approximation methods.
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4.3 Fluid limit approximations

4.3.1

Fluid limit

In this subsection, we present a fluid model, which we show to arise as the limit under
a proper scaling of the stochastic model in Figure 1.8.
Often, the fresh arrival rates are time-dependent in real call centers. The operational
hours of call centers are divided into several intervals for the convenience of staffing and
making schedules, and it is conventional to assume that the fresh arrival rate differs per
interval but remains piece-wise constant within each single interval. Thus, we start our
analysis by considering the single interval case, where the fresh arrival rate is assumed
to be constant for any t (e.g., A.r(t) = A.F, t 2: 0). The cases with time-dependent arrival
rates will be discussed later. For the single interval case, the following flow conservation
equations hold for this stochastic model:

ZQ (t)

=

ZQ (0)

+ n;\ F (t) + DRo (t) + DRc (t)

- Ds (t) - Da (t)

I

(4.3)

Da( t )

ZRo (t) = ZRo (0)

+

L

Bj

(p) - DRo (t),

(4.4)

Bj

(q) - DRc (t),

(4.5)

j= l
D5 (t)

ZRc (t) = ZRc (0)

+

L

j= l

where nA F (t) is the number of fresh arrivals during time interval [O, t), and CTAJ) is a
Poisson process of rate AF. In addition, DRo (t), DRc (t), 0 5 (t), Da (t) are the number
of redials during [O, t), number of reconnects during [O, t), number of served customers
during [O, t) and number of abandoned customers during [O, t), respectively. Bj (p) is
a Bernoulli random variable with success probability p, j = 1,2, ... , Da (t). That is,
Bj (p) = 1, if the j-th abandoned customer enters the redial orbit; Bj (p) = 0, otherwise.
Therefore, for given Da (t),

I:f=:i1) Bj (p)

,....., Bin(Da (t), p). By the same argument, we

have I:~it) Bj (q),....., Bin(Ds (t) ,q), for given 0 5 (t).
Let CTi(-), i = 1,2,3,4, be independent Poisson processes of rate 1, then we claim the
following

Ds(t)

~ CT1

Da(t)

~ CT2

DRo (t)

~ CT3

DRc (t)

~ CT4

(l
ZQ(u) }du),
(lot e (ZQ (u) - s) +du)
(lot bRoZRo (u) du),
(fo bRcZRc (u) du),
1-1

min{s,

I

1

where symbol ~ stands for equality in distribution.
Rigorous proof of these four statements can be given along the lines of Pang et al. (2007),
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see Lemma 2.1.

To introduce the fluid limit, we consider a sequence of models as in Figure 1.8 such that,
in the n-th model, the fresh arrival rate is AFn and the number of servers is ns. We add
the superscript " (n)" to all notations in the n-th model. Similarly to (4.3)-(4.5), we then
have for the n-th model:

z~) (t) = z~) (0) + n t l,, (t)
D~ 11 l ( 1 )

Zkn6 (t)

=

Zkn6 (0) + L

+ Dkn6 (t) + o~2 (t)

- D~n) (t) - D~n) (t)

I

(4.6)

Bj

(p) - D~ (t),

(4.7)

Bj

(q) -

DknJ (t).

(4.8)

j= l

oj

ZknJ

(t)

=

11

l (1)

ZknJ (0) + L
j= l

Now we define the fluid scaled process

where

z~ ) (t)

:=

z (n)
Qn

(t)

z~i (t)

(11) ()

(n) ()

:=

zRo t , z~2 (t)
n

:=

zRc t .
n

3
Let D([O,oo),JR3 ) be the space of right continuous functions with left limits in JR hav3
ing the domain [O,oo). We endow D([O,oo),JR ) with the usual Skorokhod Ji topology.
Suppose { x (n) }::;"=1 is a sequence of stochastic processes, then notation x (n) .!!.+ x means
tha t x (n) converge weakly to stochastic process x.

Definition 4.1. If there exists a limit in distribution for the scaled process {Z (n) ( · )}::;"=l'
i.e. Z; (n) (-) .!!.+ z ( ·), then z ( ·) is called the fluid limit of the original stochastic model.

4.3.2

Fluid limit for a single interval

To obtain the fluid limit of the system (i.e., a sequence of stochastic processes specified
by Equations (4.6)-(4.8)), we divide both sides of Equations (4.6)-(4.8) by n, then let
n --+ oo.
Lemma 4.1. The sequence of scaled processes {Z(n) ( ·)} ::;"=1 is relatively compact and all weak

limits are a.s. continuous.
Proof See subsection 4.7.l.
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Theorem 4.1. Iffor given deterministic values (zQ(O), ZRo (0), z Rc(O) ) , we assume

then the fluid limit of the original stochastic model is the unique solution to the following system
of equations

lotZRo( u)du + bRc lot ZRc( u)du
t min{s,zQ( u)}du - elot (zQ( u) - s) + du,
- µlo
rt
+
rt
zRo( t ) ZRo(O) + pe lo (zQ( u) - s) du - bRD lo zRo( u)du ,
rt
rt
zRc( t ) = zRc(O) + qrt lo min{s, zQ( u)}du - bRc lo ZRc( u)du .
ZQ( t ) = ZQ(O) + ,\Ft + bRo

=

Proof See subsection 4.7.2.

(4.9)

(4.10)
(4.11)

D

Remark. Mandelbaum et al. (1998) suggests an alternative proof of this fluid limit result for a more general model. The approach of Mandelbaum et al. (1998) is based on
a Brownian motion approximation of a Poisson process, thus, a second order approximation, which they simultaneously use to derive both the fluid and diffusion limits.
Our derivation of the fluid limit is more straightforward and does not use second order
approximations. More precisely, we use the recipe of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) which
can be considered classic for proving fluid limit results. For us the fluid limit alone is
sufficient to obtain an approximation to the waiting time distribution (see the Erlang A
approximation in section 4.5).
We could not obtain analytic expressions for zQ( t ),zRo (t ) and zRc( t ) from Equations
(4.9)-(4.11). However, solving them numerically can be done via a standard approach
for solving differential equations, and it is relatively fast.

4.3.3

Fluid limit for multiple intervals

We have just shown the fluid limit for a single interval, where the parameters ,\F and
s remain the same within the interval. However, in real call centers, parameters can
vary during the day, especially the arrival rate AF( t). As shown by Shen and Huang
(2008) and Ibrahim and L'Ecuyer (2013), call volumes normally follow certain intraday
patterns. Observing the intraday arrival pattern from the historical data set, managers
would schedule different number of agents for each interval to meet the SL requirement.
Therefore, we now show the fluid limit for the case of multiple intervals, where AF and
s vary from interval to interval. We assume that other parameters remain constant.
We divide the operational hours of call centers into m intervals. Each interval starts at
t ;- 1 and ends at t ;, i = 1, 2, ... , I. The fresh arrival rate of interval i is denoted by Af,; ,
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and the number of agents in interval i is denoted by si, i
i.e., ti - l ::; t < ti, the fluid limit then becomes

= 1, 2, .. . , I. In the i-th interval,

(4.12)

J ZRo(u) du,
1
+ J
1

- bRo

(4.13)

l ;- 1

zRc( t ) = ZRcUi- 1)

qft

min{si,zQ(u)}du

l;- 1

(4.14)

Numerically solving Equations (4.12)-(4.14) is similar to solving Equations (4.9)-(4.11),
thus, we do not elaborate on the procedure here.
In reality, parameters such as µ, e, bRo and bRc can also be time-dependent, and vary
per interval. For example, i5Ro m ay be bigger in the late afternoon than in the morning,
since abandoned customers want to have responses by the end of the day. It is possible
to extend the model in Equations (4.12)-(4.14) to adapt such situation by simply making
the parameters time dependent. In this chapter, for the simplicity of validation, we will
not consider such cases.

4.3.4

Model under stationarity

We have just shown that one can numerically solve differential equations (4.9)-(4.11) to
obtain the fluid limit z (t ). We now derive the stationary fluid limit, i.e., we develop
conditions under which z (t) is constant.
d
By taking the deriva tive of Equations (4.9)-(4.11) and assuming that dt z (t)
constant solution, we can obtain

0 = AF

+ ORoZRo( 00) + bRczRc( 00) - µ min{ s, ZQ( 00)} -

e (zQ( 00) - st'

(4.17)

wherezQ(oo) := lim zQ( t ),zRo(oo) := lim zRo(t),zRc(oo) := lim zRc( t).
I-too

(4.15)
(4.16)

0 = pe (zQ(oo) - s) + -i5RoZRo(oo),
0 = qµmin{s,zQ(oo)} -bRczRc(oo),
I-t oo

= 0 has a

I-t oo
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Equations (4.15)-(4.17) can be easily solved with respect to ZQ(oo),zRo(oo) and zRc(oo),
yielding

AF
1 - q)µ'
ZQ( ) XF + qµs - fl S
{ e (1 - p)
00

if p < (1 - q)

-

zRo(oo) =

(4.18)

+ s,

O,
pe (zQ(oo) - s)
{
i5Ro
'

qµ zQ( oo)
zRc(oo)

=

{

qftfRC

if p :;::: (1 - q)
ifp < (l - q)
if p :;::: (1 - q)

(4.19)

if p < (1 - q)
(4.20)

'

i5Rc'

if p :;::: (1 - q) .

%{i is the load of the system due
to the fresh arrivals. However, the total load into the system is at least p := ( l~g)sii'

The results above would offer some insights. p :=

since l~q portion of p will reconnect. In the case of p < 1, we have ZQ( oo) < s and
ZRo(oo) = 0. This means there is no abandonment at all in the stationary fluid limit
when p < 1, and the stationary fluid limit do not depend on i5Ro at all. In reality, due to
the variabilities in the arrival process, HT and the patience, abandonments would not
be 0 though, but very small numbers. One would expect that the fluid approximation
has high approximation errors in such a case. If p > 1, by Equation (4.18), ZQ( oo ) > s.
Therefore, in this case, the stationary fluid limit indicates that there will be (zQ( oo) - s)
amount of customers waiting in the queue, each abandons the system with rate e, thus,
the total abandonment rate is then pe (ZQ (oo ) - s) .
As we mentioned before, we could not obtain an analytical expression for the steady
state probability of the original system, thus, the stability condition of the original system is then also difficult to derive. Our fluid limit is not for stability but for approximation of a many-arrivals many-servers system, thus, it cannot derive the exact stability
condition. However, Equations (4.18)-(4.20) could give some insight. If we consider
ZQ( oo),zRo(oo) and zRc(oo) being less than oo as the fluid limit being stable, then following conditions are necessary for the stability of the original system: in the case of
p/(1 - q) < l,onerequires i5Rc > O; andinthecaseofp/(1-q ) > l,onerequires
q < 1, 8 > 0, p < 1, i5Ro > 0 and i5Rc > 0.

4.4

Validation of the fluid limit

In this section, we validate the fluid model via simulation both for a single interval and
for multiple intervals. We simulate the system for 480 minutes of time, i.e., 8 hours,
which correspond to the busy hours in some call centers. The results obtained via the
fluid limit are compared with the simulation results. Since Z ( t) is a stochastic process, it
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has variability. To reduce the effects of variabilities in the results, we do the simulation
100 times, and then take the average.

4.4.1

Validation of a single interval

We start with the simple case of a single interval, where AF( t) = Af , for all t > 0, and we
assume that s, µ as well as other parameters are constants over time. We compare z(t )
(computed via Equations (4.9)-(4.11)) with Z ft ) (simulation results), and with z (oo) :=
(zQ(oo), zRD(oo ), zRc(oo)) T (computed via E, uations (4.18)-(4.20)) for different values
of {J and Af . For each value of {J, s changes, •.vhile 1/ = 4, p = 0.5, q = 0.1, = 0.5
remain the same. We consider two scenarios; in the first scenario, we let 1 I t5 RD = 40
minutes and 1 I t5Rc = 50 minutes, which correspond to the real values from the data;
in the second scenario, we let 1 I t5 RD = 5 minutes and 1 /t5 RC = 10 minutes, which
represents the case with "impatient" customers, in the sense that they spend little time
in the redial and reconnect orbits. We also consider two different values for Af , i.e.,
AF = 10 for relatively small call centers and AF = 40 for relatively large call centers.
Two examples of z(t ) and Z (t ), where AF = 40,{J = 1.1 and {J = 1.2, are shown in
Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation results (solid curve), fluid approximation s (dashed curve) and
stationary fluid limit (dot-dashed curve), AF = 40,{J = 1.1.
One can see from Figures 4.4 and 4.5 that the systems start with zero customers, and
as time passes by, ZQ( t ), Z RD(t ) and ZRc( t ) gradually build up and reach stationarity.
These stationarity levels are well approximated by z (oo). Furthermore, in both parameter settings, the fluid limits offer close approximation s to the original processes, especially for ZQ(t ) and ZRc( t ). The approximation error is larger for Z RD( t ), especially
when {J = 1.1. We now explain why. The fluid limits ignore the variability in the number of customers in the queue; when the queue length is not large, such as the period
when ZRD (t) does not reach stationarity and is relatively small, ignoring variability can
lead to relatively large errors.
Obtaining an approximation to Z (t ) is the intermediate step for calculating ARD (t ) and
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Figure 4.5: Simulation results (solid curve), fluid approximations (dashed curve) and
stationary fluid limit (dot-dashed curve), "-F = 40,p = 1.2.

;\Rc( t). Therefore, for the purpose of testing the errors of the fluid model in number of
redials and reconnects, we introduce the error measurements eRo and eRc, which are
defined by

where ;\~0 (t) and A~c(t) are the arrival rate due to redial and reconnect in the fluid
approximation, respectively, and T = 480, as the same length of the simulation time.
The parameters and results are shown in Table 4.1.
One can see from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 that for the number of reconnects, the fluid model
offers good approximations for both scenarios with all values of p. However, for the
number of redials, the fluid model performs badly when p < 1.1. This corresponds
to the lingering condition pointed out by Mandelbaum et al. (2002), which states that
the fluid limit leads to significant inaccuracy when the system stays critically loaded
(i.e., p close to 1 in our case) for a long time. In the next section, we will show that
the consequences of these bad performances are not severe in terms of SL2 and r. In
addition, by comparing two different fresh arrival rates from Tables 4.1 and 4.2, we
could see that the fluid approximation performs better for bigger call centers.
4.4.2

Validation of multiple intervals

Similar to the validation procedure in the case of a single interval, now we validate
the performance of the fluid model for multiple intervals. We divide 480 minutes of
simulation time into 16 intervals with duration 30 minutes. The fresh arrival rate AF,i
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p
1.01
1.05
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

AF = 10
eRc
eRo

91.1%
45.8%
19.6%
7.2%
1.8%
1.4%
1.5%

5.4%
2.3%
1.9%
2.1%
1.2%
1.6%
1.9%

AF = 40
eRo
eRc

82.9%
27.0%
7.8%
1.3%
0.8%
0.4%
0.6%

2.4%
1.2%
0.8%
0.7%
0.5%
0.5%
0.8%

Table 4.1: Approximation errors in a single interval, 1/ i5Ro = 40, 1/ i5Rc = 50.
{J

1.01
1.05
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

AF = 10
eRc
eRo

85.7%
39.9%
16.3%
5.6%
4.4%
2.7%
2.6%

5.6%
4.0%
3.1%
3.0%
3.6%
2.5%
2.6%

AF = 40
eRo
eRc

74.3%
21.2%
5.4%
2.8%
1.8%
1.6%
1.3%

1.9%
1.1%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.3%
1.5%

Table 4.2: Approximation errors in a single interval, 1 I i5 RD = 5, 1 I i5 RC = 10.
is assumed to be piece-wise constant within each interval, but it varies from interval to
interval. The fresh arrival pattern is shown in Figure 4.6. This arrival pattern mimics
the situation in reality, where there is a morning peak hour and an afternoon peak hour.
We validate our approximation for different values of {J, and for given value of {J, s; =
Pl'll -q), for i = 1, 2, .. . , 16. Other parameters are taken to be same as in the case of a
F,1

single interval.
We omit the figure for Z (t), since they are similar to the graph in Figure 4.5. The results
for e1w and eRc are shown in Table 4.3.
{J
1.01
1.05
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

eRo

eRc

eRo

eRc

55.5%
25.8%
9.8%
1.3%
1.1%
0.7%
0.7%

1.8%
1.4%
1.2%
0.8%
0.9%
0.8%
0.9%

57.3%
23.0%
9.8%
4.0%
1.6%
1.9%
1.6%

2.1%
2.0%
1.2%
1.6%
1.5%
1.7%
1.6%

Table 4.3: Approximation errors in multiple intervals.

Similar to Tables 4.1and4.2, one can see from Table 4.3 that the fluid model gives close
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Figure 4.6: Fresh arrival rate per interval.

approximations for the number of reconnects for all values of p, and the approximations
for the number of redials gets more accurate when p > 1.1.

4.5

Erlang A approximation

The fluid model gives first order approximations for ZQ(t), ZRo(t) and ZRc(t). Based
on them, we can approximate the expected total arrival rate and expected number of
customers in the queue for any time t, from which the expected waiting time can be
obtained. However, this is not the ultimate goal, since it gives no information about the
waiting time distribution of random customers, which is one of the most used call center
performance indicators. Therefore, to this end, we will apply the Erlang A formula to
approximate the waiting time distribution. We assume Ay(t) to be the arrival rate of the
Erlang A model, whose mean can be obtained via Equation (4.1).
The reason to use the Erlang A model is intuitively clear, since the redial and reconnect
behaviors have only direct influence on the total arrival rate, it has no direct influence on
the service, such as the HT. Therefore, once the total arrival rate Ay(t) is given, ZRo(t)
and ZRc(t) become irrelevant to what happens in the queue, thus, we can treat the
system as an Erlang A system by ignoring the redial and reconnect orbits. Note that this
is only an approximation of the Erlang A system, since the arrival process is generally
not Poisson.
The analytical expressions for the waiting time distribution and the expected r of the
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Erlang A model are known. We refer to Deslauriers et al. (2007) and Roubos (2012) for
the Erlang A formula and the calculation details.
Now, we evaluate the performance of the Erlang A approximation . To save space, we
only evaluate the performances in the case of multiple intervals. The arrival pattern is
the same as shown in Figure 4.6. Given all parameters, we compute z (t) via Equations
(4.12)-(4.14). After that, Ay(t) can be obtained via Equation (4.1). Ay(t) will be the input
as the arrival rate of the Erlang A formula, from which the SL2 and r can be obtained .
We conduct such a procedure for different v1lues of p, bRo and bRc·
We denote sqim and SL2 as the SL2 from sirr :ation and from the Erlang A approximation, respectively. We let the acceptable wait g time be 0.5 minute. r from simulation
and from the Erlang A approximation are denoted as rsim and rn, respectively. Besides
111
the SL2 and r, we also compare the probability of waiting from simulation, i.e., P~ ,
with that from the Erlang A approximation , i.e., P1~. The results are shown in Tables 4.4
and 4.5. In Table 4.4, we let 1/bRo = 40 minutes and l /bRc = 50 minutes, which are
taken from a real call center data. In Table 4.5, we set bRo = 5 minutes and bRc = 10
minutes, which represents situations where customers spend short times in the redial
and reconnect orbits. In both scenarios, we fix /1 = 1I4, e = 0.5, p = 0.5 and q = 0.1.

p
1.01
1.05
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

sq'm

sq

rsim

rn

p si m
w

p1~

89.2%
81.3%
67.7%
38.1%
17.1%
7.6%
3.8%

92.3%
84.6%
69.8%
37.4%
15.2%
5.6%
2.2%

6.1%
9.4%
14.2%
23.7%
32.2%
38.9%
44.5%

4.9%
8.4%
13.7%
23.8%
32.2%
39.1 %
44.6%

50.7%
66.3%
81.1%
93.9%
97.3%
98.9%
99.1%

46.5%
65.2%
82.9%
96.3%
99.1%
99.7%
99.9%

Table 4.4: Approximation errors of the Erlang A approximation , lfbRo
l/bRc = 50.

p

sq'm

1.01
1.05

87.8%
78.3%
63.4%
31.4%
11.8%
4.5%
2.1%

1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

SL2
91.7%
82.7%
65.6%
29.6%
9.0%
2.4%
0.7%

rsim

rn

p s1111
w

p1~

6.7%
10.6%
15.6%
25.7%
34.3%
41.0%
45.5%

5.3%
9.4%
15.3%
25.8%
34.4%
41.3%
46.8%

54.5%
70.9%
84.4%
95.7%
98.3%
99.4%
99.3%

50.6%
71.3%
88.3%
95.6%
99.9%
99.9%
99.9%

Table 4.5: Approximation errors of the Erlang A approximation , l/bRo
lfbRc = 10.

40 and

5 and

Based on the results in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, we can see that the Erlang A model offers close
approximation s both for the SL2 and r in all values of p. The approximation errors in
probability of waiting is larger, but they are bounded by 5% in all scenarios. The Erlang
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A approximation performs better when 1/ i5Ro and 1/ i5Rc are larger, i.e., with error less
than 2% in SL2, and 1.2% in the r in Table 4.4. However, even for small values of 1/ i5Ro
and l/i5Rc, the errors are bounded by 5% in SL2 and 2% in r, as shown in Table 4.5. The
approximation results in Table 4.4 are of special interest, since the parameters are taken
to mimic real call centers. One might notice that even though we have large errors in
eRo when p < 1.1 in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the errors in SL2 and rare small in Tables 4.4
and 4.5. This is caused by the fact that when p < 1.1, the number of redials is small
compared to the number of reconnects, thus, the errors in number of redials do not
have a big influence on Ay (t).

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigate staffing of call centers with redials and reconnects. We
consider call centers that operate under heavy load. The model can be described as a
three-dimensional Markov process {Z ( t), t > 0}, defined in (4.2). However, to avoid the
complexity of solving the Markov process, we use a fluid model to approximate Z(t) .
We show that the fluid limit is the unique solution of a set of three differential equations. Under the same fluid scaling, we derive the fluid limit of the queueing system
in the non-stationary case to mimic the real situation in call centers, as the parameters
can change before the system reaches stationarity. We also performed simulation experiments to assess the accuracy of the approximations. To apply the results to real call
center applications, we take a further step by calculating the expected total arrival rate,
and use this as an input to the Erlang A formula to calculate the SL2 and r. Simulation
results show that our approximation to SL2 is accurate with error less than 2%, and the
approximation to r has errors less than 1.5% when p : : ; 1.05 and less than 0.5% when
p > 1.05, when the parameters are taken from real data.
The results suggest a number of topics for further research. First, the current chapter
is focused on the derivation and usage of fluid limits for staffing problems of large
call centers featuring both redials and reconnects, with load per server greater than
1. As a next step, it is interesting to supplement the results presented here with the
development of staffing methods for the case where the load is strictly less than 1. To
this end, the results of the present chapter and the results for staffing large call centers
without redials / reconnects (Borst et al. (2004), Roubos (2012), Sze (1984)) will serve as
a good starting point. Second, with the presence of the redial and reconnect behaviors,
it would be interesting to explicitly quantify the reduction of staffing costs while still
meeting the target SL by more efficient planning of call center agents. Third, we use
a first order approximation. It would also be interesting to derive the diffusion limit
of this model, which suggests a second order approximation. This may lead to a more
intuitive and simple staffing formula such as square-root staffing in the spirit of Halfin
and Whitt (1981). Moreover, in this chapter, we neglect the slight difference between
the holding times of the reconnects and those of the fresh calls. As an extension to this,
one could relax this assumption and study the correlation between the holding times
of the fresh calls and its corresponding reconnects. Last but not the least, besides the
influences in call centers staffing, the analysis of reconnect and redial behaviors can
also offer insight to call center management. For example, by looking at the reconnect
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probability of each agent, managers can have some overview information of the quality
of service offered by each agent. Furthermore, often the agents have some control on
the holding time of each call, and by looking at the correlation between the reconnect
probability and the holding time of each call, manager may find the "right" amount of
holding time of each call, such that the holding time and the quality of service is well
balanced.

4.7

Proofs

In this section, we show the proof of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1. First we introduce
some notations.
Dividing by non both sides of Equations (4.6)-(4.8), we have

zg1l (t) = zg1l (0) + cg1l (z(n)) (t) +lot HQ ( z(n)) (u) du,
Zk 6(t) = Zk 6(0) + Gh rS ( z(n)) (t) +lot HRo ( z(n)) (u) du,
Zk J(t) = Zk J(0) + Gk J (z(n)) (t) +lot HRc ( z(n)) (u) du,

(4.21)

11

11

11

(4.22)

11

11

11

(4.23)

where

G~I ( z l•I) (I) o~ (11\~ (t) - A,t) - (Dj"\t) -

!,' p min{s, z~l (u))du)

- (0~ 11 )(t)- lote(zg1 l(u)-s) +du)
+ ( Dk 6(t) 11

+

- (n)

(

DRC (t) -

- (11 )

l bR0Zk6
11

(u) du)

)
-(n)
rt bRcZRC
(u) du '
lo

- ( ORD (t) -

-(n)
(u) du ) '
lort bRoZRD

(4.24)

(4.25)
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-

- (n)

(

DRC (t) -

{1 i5RcZRc
- (n)
)
Jo
(u) du

(4.26)

,

and
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
and

l

1

(z(n)) (u)du := fo AF+i5Ro.lt6 (u) +i5RcztJ (u)
- µ min{s, .zgi)(u)} - e (zg'l (u) - s) + du,
fo H1w ( z (n)) (u) du:= fo pe ( zg'l (u) - s) + - i5Rozkn6 (u) du,
ll HRc (z(nl) (u)du := Jo
lt qftmin{s,zg'l (u)} - i5RczknJ (u)du.
Jo
Ho

1

1

For the convenience of notation, we rewrite Equations (4.21)-(4.23)

z (n) (t) = z (n) (0)

+ c(n) (z (n))

(t)

+ fo

1

in the vector form

H ( z (n)) (u) du,

(4.31)

where

c(n) (z (n)) (t) := ( cg'l (z(n)) (t) c~g (z(n)) (t) ck~ (z (n)) (t)f
H (z( l) (u) :=(Ho (z(nl) (u),HRo (z(n)) (u),HRc (z(n)) (u)) T.
I

I

I

11

4.7.1

Proof of Lemma 4.1

In order to show that {z (n) (-)}:;"=1 is relatively compact with continuous limits, it is
sufficient to show the following two properties (see Corollary 7.4 and Theorem 10.2 of
Ethier and Kurtz (1986)).
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1. Compact Containment: for any T 2: 0, €

> 0, there exists a compact set f T c JR3

such that

P

(z( l (t) E f y, t E [O, TJ) -+ l,
11

as n ---+ oo;

2. Oscillation Control: for any € > 0, and T 2: 0, there exists a b > 0, such that

lim supP(w(z (nl,b,T) 2:€ ) ~ €,

(4.32)

11 --t oo

where
w (x, b, T ) :=

sup max lxj( t ) - Xj(v)I ,
v,IE(O,T] JE/

lt-vl<J
and/ := {Q,RD,RC} .
Proof of Compact Containment property:
The following trivial upper bound holds for the total number of customers in the system
(only arrivals are taken into account and no departures): fort E [O, T],

Since
have

rrtl

11

( ·)

is a Poisson process of rate Af n, by the Law of Large Numbers (LLN), we

By the assumption of Theorem 4.1, we have

Hence
P (.Z (11 l (t) E f y, t E [O, T ]) ---+ 1 as n ---+ oo,
where f r= { (x1 ,x2, x3) I x1 +x2+x3 ~ zQ(O)+zRo(O)+zRc(O)+ AFT + l , x1, x2, x3 2:
0}, and the compact containment property indeed holds.
Proof of Oscillation Control property:
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It follows from Equations (4.6)-(4.8) that, for all v, t 2 0,

1zg1l( t) - zg )( v)I ~ 1rrtln( t) - rrtln(v)l/ n +
1

L

1o yl( t)- o y)(v)I ,

j E {s,n, RD,RC}

IZknJ(t) -

L

z g1l(v)I ~

1oyl( t) - o y)(v)I,

j E{n,RD}

L

1z~2(t) - zg1)(v)I ~

1o j11l( t) - o j11l(v)I,

j E{s, RC}

where the processes

oy) (.) are defined by (4.28)-(4.30).

Also, from the Compact Containment property, we know that there exists a finite constant V such that

- (n)
- (n)( ) - (n)( )
ZQ
(u),ZRo
u ,~~c u ~ V, u E [0, T ]) ~ 1 as n ~ oo.

P
(

-. Orz

On the event On, the following inequalities hold for all v, t E [O, T] such that It - vl

1
1

1

µmin{ s,zg )(u)} du

~ c1J,

.{ e (zg1l( u) -s) + du ~ c2J,

rt

-(n)

l v JRo ZR 0 (u) du

~

J:

C1 : =/-IS,

c2

:=

ev,

~ c3J,

1JRcz~2(u)du ~
1

c4 J,

Employing formulas (4.27)-(4.29), we then get
P ( w (z(nl,J,

T)

2 €) ~ P (o;.1 ) + P ( w (rrt~1 (-)/n,J,

T)

2 €/5)

4

+ LP (w(flj(n ·)/ n,cjJ,cjT) 2 €/5),
j= l

where
w

(n) ( )
( fl Apz ·

/n,J, T )

d
~
AfJ,

by the LLN for the Poisson processes rrt~J) In, fl j(n·) I n and by the continuity of the
moduli of continuity w(x(-), J, T ), w(x(-), cjJ, Cj T ) with respect to x(-).
By the last two displays, the oscillation control property (4.32) indeed holds with any J
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such that Ap5 < €/5, cjb < €/5, 1 :::; j :::; 4.

4.7.2

Proof of Theorem 4.1

In Lemma 4.1, we have shown that the sequence {zn (-) }::;"=1 is relatively compact with
continuous limits, that is, from any subsequence {znk(-)}f=l' we can extract another
subsequence {.Znki (-)}[: 1 that converges weakly in D( [O,oo),JR 3), say to a continuous
process z* (t). We then call z* (t) a particular limit of the original sequence {zn (- )} ::;"=1 .
Consider an arbitrary particular limit z*(- ) :long a subsequence {z nk (-)} k=l· If we
can show that z*(-) satisfies Equations (4.9)-(4.11), and Equations (4.9)-(4.11) have a
unique solution, then, due to the arbitrariness of z* ( ·), there must be a unique fluid
limit defined by Equations (4.9)-(4.11) .
We have
(4.33)

On the one hand, since znk( ·) ~ z*( ·) ask ---"* oo and the limit z*( ·) is continuous,

by the continuous mapping theorem.
On the other hand, below we show that Gnk( ·) ~ 0, and then (4.33) implies that

As we combine the last two displays together, it follows that the particular limit z* a.s.
satisfies Equations (4.9)-(4.11). Also, the mapping H is Lipschitz continuous and then,
by Lemma 1 in Reed and Ward (2004), Equations (4.9)-(4.11) have a unique solution.
Hence, all particular fluid limits are the same, namely they coincide with the unique
solution to (4.9)-(4.11).
It is left to show that G 11 k ( · ) ~ 0.

By the LLN,

n 1 (n·)/n - · ~ 0 in D([O,oo),JR),
and also, since .znk( ·) ~ z*( ·) and z* is continuous,

fa" ftmin{s,Z~k) (u)}du ~fa" µmin{ s,z* (u)}du in D( [O,oo),JR).
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Then, by (4.27) and the Random time change Theorem in Billingsley (2009),

By the same argument, one can show that the other terms in G~k) ( ·) converge to 0, and
that G~~ ) ( · ) , Gkn6)(·) converge to 0, too. Hence, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is finished.
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Chapter 5
A call center model with a call-back option

We study a call center model with a call-back option. In this call center, customers
whose waiting time exceeds a given threshold receive a voice message mentioning the
option to be served in priority if they call back later. This call-back option differs from
the traditional ones found in the literature in that it is based on the experienced waiting
time instead of the queue length, priority is given to call-backs instead of fresh calls
and call-backs are inbound calls instead of outbound ones. Due to its particularities, the
traditional approach of defining the number of customers in the system as the state does
not apply here. Instead, we model it as a three-dimensional Markov process, with one
dimension being a unit of a discretization of the waiting time. This is an approximation
of the original model due to the presence of the discretization. We validate this approach
via simulation for small call centers. Furthermore, we show via simulation that the callback option leads to significant reduction in expected waiting time compared to the
Ml M /s queueing model without call-back, given the same number of agents.

5.1

Introduction

We consider in this chapter the call-back option proposed and currently being used by
an European call center. The idea is that customers who experienced only long waiting
times (a waiting time that exceeds a given threshold) receive a voice message mentioning the option to be served in priority if they call back later.
The flexibility of the callback option comes from the willingness of some customers to
accept future processing. The call center can then make use of this opportunity to better manage arrival uncertainty, which in turn would improve the system performance.
There are a few papers on different call-back options in call centers. Armony and
Maglaras (2004a) consider a model in which customers are given a choice of whether
to wait online for their call to be answered or to leave a number and be called back
within a specified time or to immediately balk. Upon arrival, customers are informed
(or know from prior experience) of the expected waiting time if they choose to wait and
the delay guarantee for the callback option. Their decision is probabilistic and based
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on this information. Under the heavy-traffic regime, Armony and Maglaras (2004a) develop an estimation scheme for the anticipated real-time delay that is asymptotically
correct. They also propose an asymptotically optimal routing policy that minimizes
real-time delay subject to a deadline on the postponed service mode. In Armony and
Maglaras (2004b), the authors develop an asymptotically optimal routing rule, characterize the unique equilibrium regime of the system, and propose a staffing rule that
picks the minimum number of agents that satisfies a set of operational constraints on
the performance of the system.
Kim et al. (2012) consider a call center mode· with a call-back option where the capacity of the queue for the inbound calls is fin e. Customer balking and abandonment
are allowed. The authors provide an efficie1 c algorithm for calculating the stationary
probabilities of the system. Moreover, they derive the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the
sojourn time distribution of virtual customers. Dudin et al. (2013) consider a slightly
different model, where agents make outbound calls to those lost customers. There are
two agent teams, one that handles in priority inbound calls, and another that handles in
priority outbound calls. Dudin et al. (2013) compute the stationary probabilities, and deduce from that some performance measures. They also numerically address the staffing
issue of the two teams.
The call-back option we discuss in this chapter has three particularities compared to
the traditional call-back option found in the call center literature. First, the decision to
propose the call-back option is based on the experienced waiting time of a given customer and not on her expected waiting time at arrival or the number of customers in the
queue. Second, call-backs receive priority over the fresh calls (initial attempts). These
two particularities introduce more fairness to the model. For example, if one proposes
the option of calling back with priority to an arriving customer with high expected waiting time, the rational decision for this customer would be to call back immediately, then
she will receive priority, which is not fair for those fresh callers who arrived earlier than
her and have waited longer times; on the other hand, if a call-back does not receive priority over those fresh calls in the queue, then this model is not fair to this call-back, since
during her initial attempt, she has already waited certain threshold time units, which is
longer than the time any fresh call has waited. The third particularity of this call-back
option is that call-backs are also inbound calls, rather than the outbound calls considered in Armony and Maglaras (2004a). This feature has some advantages over having
outbound call-backs. For example, it is more suitable for cost-driven call centers, since
making outbound calls usually generates extra costs to call centers. In addition, a manual call-back (generated by an agent) may be a waste of time for the agent because of
dialing time and the possible non-availabilit y of the customer; on the other hand, an automated call-back is generated by an automated call dialer via predicative dialing, and
sometimes call-backs are made to customers when there are no agents available, which
is not desirable for the customer that is called back.
In this chapter, we present a call center model with a call-back option with fairness to
customers. We model this system as a 3-dimensional Markov process, where the first
dimension is the waiting time of the customers in line. For small call centers, we use this
approach to show that if the right threshold is chosen, customers in this model would
experience much shorter waiting times compared to those in the M/ Mis model. Nu-
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5.2 Modeling

merical results show that there is an optimum threshold at which the call-back message
should be presented to the customers. We numerically find those thresholds for various
parameter settings.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we present the
model as well as some notations. The formulation and the procedure to numerically
solve a 3-dimensional Markov process is shown in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we validate our method, and compare the mean customer waiting time of this model to that of
the M/ Mi s model. Conclusions and possible topics for further research are shown in
Section 5.5.

5.2

Modeling

In this section we explain the queueing model we use to analyze the call-back system.
We consider a call center modeled as a multi-server queueing system with s identical,
parallel agents. Calls arrive according to a homogeneous Poisson process with rate,\.
The HT of a call is exponentially distributed with rate µ.
The call-back system works as follows . When a customer calls for the first time if at least
one agent is available then this customer is directly served, otherwise she is routed to a
first-come-first-served queue called queue 1. After having waited K time units, a waiting customer in queue 1 hears a voice message, saying that the call center is congested
and that she has to call back later with the benefit of receiving priority. The connection
terminates automatically after this customer hears the voice message. Therefore, if a
customer is not served before K units of time then this customer is rejected from queue
1.
Agents

Arrival

0

()

Figure 5.1: Diagram.
We assume that customers who are rejected from queue 1 enter a virtual call-back orbit, and they will stay in this call-back orbit for an exponentially distributed time r,
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with Er = "(before they call back. When a customer calls back, if at least one agent is
available then this customer is directly served; otherwise, her phone number is recognized and her call is considered as a call-back, and she is routed to a first-comefirst-served queue called queue 2 instead of queue 1. The customers in queue 2 have
non-preemptive priority over the customers in queue 1. Customers in both queues are
handled by the same agent pool. Because of the urge for customers to obtain a service
we ignore abandonment in the modeling, and we assume that all rejected customers
will call back. A diagram of this model is shown in Figure 5.1.
We denote by W1 , a random variable, the w <J \ting time of a customer in queue 1. W2 is
a random variable, the waiting time of a cus t-1mer in queue 2; and W1 + W2 the waiting
time of a customer in both queue 1 and queue 2. Pm is the probability of hearing the
message in queue 1. We are interested in E(W1 + W2) for given threshold K, since it
measures the overall waiting times of customers in the system.

5.3

Performance analysis

In this section we develop a numerical method to compute the performance measures
defined in the previous section. This system can be modeled as a Markov process, since
the HT, the inter-arrival time and the orbit timer are all exponentially distributed. The
traditional way of modeling a Markov process for a queueing system is by associating
the number of customers in each queue with a dimension in the state space. This suggests that for this system, one could define the number of customers in queue 1 as the
first dimension, the number of customers in queue 2 plus the number of customers in
the service as the second dimension and the number of customers in the call-back orbit
as the third dimension. However, this traditional approach does not apply here, since
whether customers in queue 1 hear the message or not is based on their experienced
waiting times, rather than the number of customers in queue 1. We thus propose to use
a discretization of the waiting time of the first customer in line in queue 1, instead of
using the number of customers in this queue. The modeling of the first in line as a tool
for analyzing a queueing system was proposed by Koole et al. (2012).
Let us define the stochastic process {x(t),y(t),z(t),t 2:: O}, where for an instant t 2:: 0,
x(t) denotes the stage of the waiting time of the first in line in queue 1 at time t, y(t)
denotes the number of busy agents plus the number of customers in queue 2 at time t
and z(t) denotes the number of customers in orbit at time t. We consider an exponential
elapsing of time with parameter e. This means that customers can wait maximum J
stages in queue 1, with J = Ke. Assume that the first customer in line leaves queue
1 at a waiting stage k (k > 0), then at her departure epoch, the probability of the next
customer in queue 1 being in waiting stage k - his Pk,k- hi with

Pk,k - lt

=

(A~ e) (e! A)"

I
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for k > 0 and 0 :S h

< k, and

We also truncate the number in queue 2 and the number in orbit by some sufficiently
large number M. The parameters J, e and Mare the parameters to control the precision
of the approximation.
The process {x(t),y(t),z(t),t ;:::: O} is a three-dimensional Markov process. To obtain
the performance measures such as E(W1 + W2), one could formulate and numerically
solve the global balance equations of the embeded Markov chain of this process, which
results in steady state probability distribution. However, this is very time consuming
and burdensome. For example, for a system with J = 50 and M = 200, it will lead
to 2 · 106 equations. Thus, instead of solving the global balance equations, we iteratively compute the value functions for this process. This is a much simpler approach
compared to solving the global balance equations, since one only needs to iteratively
compute one value function. A disadvantage of this approach is that it only gives first
order results. However, this is sufficient in our case, since we are mainly interested in
E(W1 + Wz).
We denote by V,,(x,y, z) this value function after n iterations at state (x,y,z), and we
let Vo(x,y,z) = 0 for 0 :S x :S J, 0 :S y,z :S M. The uniformization is done by the
maximum event rate A+ Sft + M1 + e = T. In the following relations we denote by lIA
an indicator function of a given set A.
Therefore, the value iteration writes, for 0 :S y, z :S M,

Vn +1 (0, y, z) = i52 max(y - s, 0) + i53z

A

.

+ T (liy <s Vn(O, mm(y + 1, M), z) + lly2'. sVn(l,y,z))

+ z1Vn(O,min(y + 1, M),max(z T

+ -fl
T

1,0))

.

mm(y,s)V,1 (0,max(y - 1,0),z)

+ .!_(ft(s
T

min (y,s))

+ (M -

zh + O)Vn(O,y,z);

for 1 :S x < J, s :S y :S M, 0 :S z :S M,

Vn +1(x, y, z)

=

sµ i51
A
ex+ i52 max (y -

s,O)

+ z1 Vn (x, min (y + 1, M), max(z T

µ

x

T

h=O

+ -s(liy=s L P x,x - h Vii (x 1

h, y, z)

+-(A+ (M - z )'Y)Vn(x,y,z);
T

e

+ i53z + TVn(X + 1, y,z)
1, 0))

+ liy>sVn (x, max(y -

1, 0), z))
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and for s :::; y :::; M, 0 :::; z :::; M,

Vn +1(J,y,z)

s1-1 +

ei51 ! +i52 max(y -s,O) +i53z

= -A.-

0
eI
+ T LPJ,J- IYn(J - h,y,min(z + l,M))
lr = O

+

zl Vn (J, min(y +

+

Ts([y= s LPJ,J- hVn(J

T

µ

I

1, M), max(z - 1, 0))

- h,y,z) + [y>s Vn(J,max(y -1,0),z))

lr = O

1
+-(A+ (M - z)'y)V11 (J,y,z),
T

where '51, '52 and '53 are coefficients, and by changing the values of them, one could obtain
different performance measures.
The long-term performance measures can be obtained through value iteration, by recursively evaluating Vn, for n 2 0. When n goes to infinity the difference V,i+ 1(x,y,z) Vn(x,y, z) for x, y, z 2 0 converges to the long-term average performance metrics. Thus,
we stop the iteration when the following criterion is met:

- Vn(x,y,z)} <
max{Vn+I(x,y,z) - V, 1 (x,y,z)} - min{Vn+1(x,y,z)
x,y,z

€,

x,y,z

for some given€.
Now we show how to obtain E(W1 + W2) via the aforementioned value iteration. First,
note that by conditioning on whether a customer hears the message or not, one can
derive that
E(W1 + W2) = E(W1 + W2IM)Pm + E(W1 + W2IMC)( l - Pm)
= KPm +Pm· E(W2IM) + (1- Pm)E(W1IMc)
= EW1 + P111 • E(W2IM),

(5.1)

where M stands for the event that a customer hears the message, and M c stands for the
complement of M.
Equation (5.1) suggests that we must first obtain EW1, P111 and E(W2IM) to compute
E(W1 + W2). In fact, one can calculate EW1 simply by letting i51 = 1, '52 = 0, i53 = 0 in
the value iteration, and then calculate V11 +1(x,y, z) - Vn(x,y,z) for any x,y,z 2 0, since
5
we multiply the variable x (1 :S x :S /) in the value functions by 1' for 1 :::; x < J and by
5
1'/ 9 for x = J so as to consider the state probability in the embedded Markov chain at
service initiations or rejection epochs. In addition, by letting i51 = 0, '52 = 0, '53 = 1, the
value iteration will lead to the expected number of customers in the orbit, denoted by
EN0 . Given that the expected time in the orbit is l/'f' and that the rate going in the orbit
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is AP111 , with Little's law we compute P111 through the relation

(5.2)

Finally, we now show how to obtain E(W2IM). By letting b1 = O,J2 = l,b3 = 0, the
value iteration will lead to EN2, where N2 is the number of customers in queue 2. Then,
using Little's law we can derive that
(5.3)

Combining Equations (5.1) to (5.3), we obtain
(5.4)

where EW1 can be obtained by letting J 1 = 1, J2 = 0, b3 = 0 in the value iterations, and
EN2 can be obtained by letting b1 = 0, b2 = 1, J3 = 0 in the value iterations. Note that
this method requires a procedure of iterating over each state. Then the computation
becomes expensive when the state space gets large. Therefore, this method is mainly
useful for small call centers.

=

0, then in stationarity, the waiting time distribution in this
Remark 5.1. When r
model is the same as the waiting time distribution in the M l Mi s queueing model. This
result follows from the fact that the orders and times that the customers are served is
the same for our model and for the Ml Mis queueing model when r = 0.

5.4

Numerical results

In this section, we compare our approximation results with simulation results. We also
numerically show that this model with a call-back option is better than the Ml Mis
model, in the sense that the model with a call-back option leads to significant reduction
in customer waiting time for the same number of agents.
We plot Pm and E(W1 + W2) from simulation and from value iteration method for different values of K and T' in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. We let€ = 10- 5 in the value iterations,
and J and Mare set to be 200 and 80, respectively.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that the results from value iterations are close to the results
from simulations, especially for small values of Kand 1'· There are two reasons why the
results from value iterations and those from simulations are not equivalent; first, the results from value iterations are approximations of the original system, since we truncate
the system and make a discretization of the time; second, simulation results have also
certain variabilities even when the system reaches stationarity. Also, Figure 5.2 reveals
P111 decreases when K increases. Furthermore, one can notice that E(W1 + W2) is smaller
when f' is smaller. This can be explained as follows. Customers mostly hear the message
during the congested periods. If those customers call back very soon after having heard
the message, then with high probability, they will also encounter a congested system
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Figure 5.2: Comparing simulation results (cross) with approximation results (circle) for
/ = 0.1 (dots above) and/ = 0.01 (dots below) for Pm (s = 5, 1/ ft = 5, A = 0.85).

when they call back, which leads to long waiting times in queue 1. In addition, it is very
interesting to see from both figures that there are optimal Ks, under which E(W1 + W2)
is minimized.
To further illustrate the existence of the optimum K such that E(W1 + W2) is minimized,
and compare this model with the M/ Ml s model, we test more examples. In the following numerical study, we vary the load per agent p, defined by p := 5~1 , the value
of/, as well as the number of agents. We denote by K* the optimum value of K such
that E(W1 + W2) is minimized, and EW* the value of E(W1 + W2) when K = K * , and
EWM / M/s the expected waiting time in the M/M/s queue. The results are shown in
Tables 5.1-5.4. Note that in Tables 5.2 and 5.4, all the results for s = 100 are obtained via
simulation, since the computation becomes very expensive for large call centers due to
the large number of states. Also, we only look at the integer numbers for the values of
K. To search for K * , we start with K = 0, and compute E(W1 + W2), then we increment
K by 1, and compute the corresponding E(W1 + W2). This procedure is repeated until
a local optimum is reached. This procedure guarantees finding the global optimum K*
when E(W1 + W2) is unimodal in K.
As one can see from Tables 5.1-5.4, K* increases when p increases. We now give an
intuitive explanation for this observation. When p is relatively small, the system seldom
gets congested, thus, when customers in queue 1 start to experience small amount of
waiting, it makes sense to send them to the call-back orbit, since when they call back,
they will experience relatively small amount of waiting time with high probability.
By comparing EW* to EWM / M/s in Tables 5.1-5.4, we see that the model with the callback option is much better than the MIMI s queueing model, since with the same number of agents, it leads to much smaller waiting times. The reduction is significant for all
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Figure 5.3: Comparing simulation results (cross) with approximation results (circle) for
'Y = 0.1 (dots above) and 'Y = 0.01 (dots below) for E( W1 + W2 ) (s = 5, lift = 5,A. =
0.85).

s= 1
p
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

K*

EW*

0
0
2
5
8

3.15
5.22
8.86
16.28
39.65

s= 5

EWM/ M/s

K*

EW*

EWM / M/s

5.00
7.50
11.67
20.00
45.00

0
0
0
0
2

0.04
0.12
0.35
1.14
4.47

0.26
0.59
1.26
2.77
7.62

Table 5.1: 'Y = 0.1, l l fl = 5.
cases except for the cases where EWM/ M/s is close to 0. The reduction is caused by the
fact that the call-back option flattens some variability in the arrival process. To be more
specific, the Poisson arrival process has certain variability, and in the M l M l s model,
for those customers who arrive during a bursty period, they will experience relatively
long waiting times; however, in this model with a call-back option, the arrivals during
the bursty periods will delay their arrival time, and with a positive probability, their
future arrival or call-backs will happen during a non-bursty period, thus, they will experience shorter waiting times in the model with a call-back option compared to the
Ml Mis model.

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we study a call center model with a call-back option, where customers
that wait longer than a threshold K time units will hear a message mentioning that the
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s = 100

s = 20

p

K*

EW*

EWM / M/ s

K*

EW*

EWM / M/s

0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

0
0
0
1

0.01
0.08
0.85
3.84

0.16
0.64
2.75
7.55

0
0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05

0.00
0.01
0.22
1.01

Table 5.2: ')' = 0.1, lfrt = 10.
s= 5

s= 1

p

K*

EW*

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0
0
3
7
13

1.91
3.28
5.57
9.83
23.55

EWM / M/s

K*

EW*

EWM / M/s

5.00
7.50
11.67
20.00
45.00

0
0
0
0
1

0.01
0.04
0.12
0.41
1.62

0.26
0.59
1.26
2.77
7.62

Table 5.3: ')' = 0.01, 1 Iµ = 5.
system is congested at the moment, and if they call back later, they will receive priority. We model this system as a 3-dimensional Markov process, with one dimension
being the waiting stage of the first customer in queue 1. We then discretize the time
and suggest a method to make use of the value iteration to numerically compute the
long-term average overall waiting times of customers. We show that this method offers
close approximations for small call centers. For large call centers, this method is computationally expensive, due to the large number of states, thus, simulation is preferred.
Furthermore, by comparing this model to the M/ Mis model, we see that customers
experience much shorter waiting times in this model for all scenarios we consider. This
is caused by having customers calling back, which reduces the variability of the arrival
process to the system. Such effect is so strong that the reduction in mean waiting times
can reach 2000% in some extreme cases.
This chapter suggests the following interesting topics for further research. First of all,
our numerical results suggest that E(W1 + W2 ) is unimodal in K, and we use this as an
assumption in finding K*; it would be interesting to rigorously validate this assumption. Second, intuitively, we explained the reason why E( W1 + W2 ) is a non-decreasing
function of')', and offering a theoretical proof or this property would be very appealing.

s = 100

s = 20
p
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

K*

EW*

0
0
0
0

0.00
0.01
0.11
0.73

EWM/ M/s

K*

EW*

EWM / M/s

0.16
0.64
2.75
7.55

0
0
0
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.01
0.22
1.01

Table 5.4: ')' = 0.01, 1 I µ = 10.
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Third, we focus on the performance measures of the system under stationarity in this
study, which leaves room for extension to non-stationary cases; especially, one could
consider comparing the performance of this model with the M/ Ml s model with a nonhomogeneous Poisson arrival process. Last but not the least, we can extend the model
by adding penalty to the performance metric for those people who call back.
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Chapter 6
The validation of call center models

In call centers, planners need to calculate the staffing levels such that the service level
targets are met. To this end, they can make use of different models, which predict the
service levels for given number of agents. These models simplify certain processes in
real call center operations, and they make assumptions. In this chapter, by comparing
the service levels from real data to the service levels from simulation results of different models, we validate these models and assumptions. The results show that ignoring
certain features in call centers, such as agent breaks, agent heterogeneity and wrap-up
times, can lead to inaccurate prediction of the service levels. Furthermore, we empirically verify the validity of some common assumptions of these models, such as the inhomogeneous Poisson arrival process, exponential assumptions of the handling times
and the customer patience. Comparison results reveal that although these assumptions
cause errors in the service level predictions, the errors are not significant.

6.1

Introduction

Deciding on the right number of agents is a crucial part in call center workforce planning, since nearly 75% of total cost is the personnel cost (Gans et al. (2003)). Having too
few agents will lead to long waiting times of customers or customer churn; having too
many agents will results in unnecessary costs. There are many models that can assist
with this decision making process. Given certain information about the arrivals, handling times, customer patience, number of agents, etc, these models predict the service
levels. For example, for single-skill call centers, the well-known Erlang C and Erlang A
models are widely used. For multi-skill call centers, no analytical solutions exist, and
a simulation approach is often used to determine the staffing levels (Avramidis et al.
(2009)). A common procedure of call center modeling is first empirically analyzing call
center data, which reveals certain features of customers, agents or call center operations
processes. Then these features are incorporated in models. Finally, these models are
analyzed either numerically or analytically, and the results are being compared to simulation results to measure the performances. For an overview of different models, we
refer to Gans et al. (2003), Aksin et al. (2007), and the references therein.
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All these call center staffing models make certain assumptions or simplifications to
mimic reality. This raises questions: do these models work well in practice? Which
model(s) give the most accurate service level predictions? What is the impact of the
assumptions in these models? Despite the importance of answering these questions,
there has been little attention in the literature. Successfully answering these questions
would not only help researchers and practitioners in choosing the right model and assumptions, but also give managers confidence in using them. We aim to fill this gap,
by validating and comparing different models with different assumptions. Different
from the common modeling approach, the order of our validation process is reversed.
To be more specific, we first calculate paraweters from real data, such as the number
of arrivals, handling times, number of agents, etc; these parameters are given as inputs
to different multi-skill staffing models, then we compare the service levels in real data
with the service levels predicted by these models.
The main contribution of this chapter can be described as follows. We are the first who
use real data to validate and compare different multi-skill call center staffing models,
and we identify several models that give accurate service level predictions. In addition,
we empirically show that ignoring agents' breaks in call center staffing will lead to large
errors in service level predictions. It is also shown that the AHT varies per day, and a
model that ignores such variability would lead to inaccurate service levels predictions.
This variability is partially caused by agent heterogeneity and agent learning effects,
and we develop a model to fit the AHT of each day with consideration of both effects.
Moreover, comparison results indicate that the assumption of the in-homogeneous Poisson arrival process does not influence the performances of the model. Furthermore, although the mean wrap-up time is short, numerical results suggest that it still makes a
difference in the accuracy of the model. Besides, we empirically show that the exponential assumption of the HT does not have much effect on the accuracy of the model, and
we validate that the often made exponential assumption of the patience has significant
effect on the accuracy of the model. Finally, statistical analysis gives interesting results
on AHT, breaks, etc, which gives useful insights.
There are several attempts in the validation and simulation of the staffing models for
single-skill call centers. For example, Robbins et al. (2010) compare the Erlang C model
with simulation models where several assumptions are relaxed. They find that the Erlang C model is subject to significant error in predicting system performance. However,
they do not make use of real data, and the validation is still not in an empirical way. By
using real data, Mandelbaum and Zeltyn (2004) empirically show that the abandonment
percentage is linear to the mean waiting time. They theoretically verify that this linear
relationship remains valid if the patience has some non-exponential distributions such
as uniform and hyperexponential. Regarding multi-skill call centers, L'Ecuyer (2006),
Avramidis et al. (2004b) discuss some important aspects of simulating multi-skill call
centers, such as HT, abandonments, and retrials.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2, we describe the data,
and show statistical analysis results of the data. Different staffing models with different
features or assumptions are studied and compared in Section 6.3. Finally, we draw
conclusions and discuss topics for further research in Section 6.4.
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6.2

Statistical analysis

The data set used in this chapter is collected by VANAD Laboratories for the year of
2014. The data consists of two separate data sets, one is the call log data, which gives
the following information: customer call arrival times, departure times, agent identity
who handled the call, skill type of the call, etc; the other one is referred to as the activity
data, which describes agents' activities at any moment (see Table 6.1 for an example of
the activity data).
Activity
Logging in
Taking calls
Meeting
Taking calls
Wrap up

Start time

End time

Agent ID

1/2/2014 8:54:43
1/2/2014 9:00:44
1/2/2014 9:07:43
1/2/2014 9:08:47
1/2/2014 9:11:28

1/2/2014 9:00:44
1/2/2014 9:07:43
1/2/2014 9:08:47
1/2/2014 9:11:28
1/2/2014 9:11:30

A
A
A
A
A

Table 6.1: An example of the activity data set.
The call log data has in total 1543164 call records from 27 different skills. There have
been 312 agents working in this call center in the year of 2014. This includes parttime agents, full-time agents, agents that worked only for a few months and agents that
worked in every month of the year. Each agent has a skill set, which consists of at least
one skill. Not every agent has all the skills. In this chapter, we only focus on the top
8 skills that are most chosen by the customers, since they represent nearly 99% of the
total call volume. We explain how we deal with the amount of time that agents spend
on working on other skills in Section 6.3.
The routing mechanism works as follows. When a customer calls, she will interact with
the IVR (interactive voice response unit) by making use of her key pad to choose the call
type. If there is any agent available with the skill to handle that type of calls, then she is
routed to the longest idle agent of those available agents; otherwise, she will wait in an
invisible queue. The calls in this queue are served in the FCFS (first come first served)
order.

6.2.1

Handling times

Service times receive less attention than the arrivals in call centers. However, even
small differences in AHT can lead to large differences in operations costs (see Gans
et al. (2010)). Ibrahim et al. (2016a) observe that HT are agent- and time-dependent, and
they develop models that account for those facts, which give accurate prediction on the
AHT.
For our data, we plot the empirical histogram of the HT of one skill in Figure 6.1. There
is a peak at nearly 0 seconds, which is caused by the fact some calls end immediately
due to a loss of signal or call connection errors. In Brown et al. (2005), the authors also
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find significant amount of short-HT calls in their data, which is caused by the agents
who simply hangup the calls to have extra rest time. However, this is not the case in
this call center under consideration.

§
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Figure 6.1: Handling times histogram of one skill (units: seconds).

It is common in call center models that the HT are assumed to have an exponential distribution, for the purpose of obtaining analytically tractable results. However, as one
can see from Figure 6.1 that exponential distribution will not fit the data well. We remove the calls with short HT (less than 15 seconds), and fit a log-normal distribution
to the empirical HT. The histogram with a fitted log-normal Probability Density Function (PDF), as well as the Quantile-Quantile plot are shown in Figure 6.2. Similar to
the results found by Bolotin (1994), Brown et al. (2005) and Pichitlamken et al. (2003),
Figure 6.2 shows that the log-normal distribution fits our data well.

The AHT per day is shown in Figure 6.3. As one can see, the AHT varies per day, and
this variation can be quite significant. For example, the AHT can almost reach 300 seconds around day 140, and it can also be as low as 220 seconds near day 200. There are
two reasons for this. The first one is that the SL varies per day which leads to the fluctuation of the AHT per day. To be specific, it is possible that customers who experienced
long waiting times would demand longer services, because, they think this call center
is difficult to reach and might want to have more questions answered instead of making another call. The second possible reason is that agents are heterogeneous in terms
of their AHT, in the sense that some agents handle calls faster than others. To investigate this in more depth, we plot the AHT of each months of experienced agents and
new agents in Figure 6.4. As one can see from Figure 6.4a the AHT of each experienced
agents is different; furthermore, in Figure 6.4b, the AHT of new agents all exhibit a declining trend, which suggests that new agents learn over time, and their AHT decrease
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log(handling time)

-2
Theoretical Quantiles

(a) Log of HT with a fitted normal function
(curve).

(b) Q-Q plot.

Figure 6.2: Histogram and Q-Q plot of the log of the HT.
as they learn. The histogram of the AHT of each agent for this specific skill is shown
in Figure 6.5, which further confirms the agent heterogeneity. To avoid coincidental
high and low values on AHT in Figure 6.5, we only consider those agents who have answered more than 200 calls. This agent-by-agent heterogeneity and learning effect are
also shown in Gans et al. (2010). For more empirical results and modeling on HT, we
refer to Gans et al. (2010) and Ibrahim et al. (2016a).
To model the learning effect of the new agents and to predict the AHT of each agent
of each day, we now develop a model for the AHT of each agent in each month. We
assume that

where m; is the corresponding month of day i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, and m; = 1, 2, . . . , 12, and
AHTj,m; is the AHT of agent j in month m ;, and aj and wj are the parameters of agent j,
j = 1, 2, .. . , J, where J = 312.
Given the fit of AHT of each agent in each month, we can then use the following model
to fit the AHT of each day.
EAHT
I

=

r:,'_1 AHT1· m.n1· ;
J-

f

'

I

'

I

(6.1)

L:j = t n j,;

where AHT; stands for the AHT of day i, and nj ,i stands for the number of calls that are
answered by agent j in day i, i = 1, 2, .. . , N . Equation (6.1) can be interpreted in the
following way, the AHT of day i is the weighted sum of the AHT of each agent in month
m;, where the weight of one agent is the proportion of calls answered by this agent.
The actual AHT; and the fitted AHT of day i, denoted by ABT;, for i = 1, 2, . . . , N,
are plotted in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6 suggests that the agent heterogeneity can explain
a major part of the AHT variability, and our model fits the AHT of each day well. We
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calculate the R2 values of each router in Table 6.2, which is defined by
2

R := 1-

----- ) 2
(AHT; - AHT;
-- 2 '
L;=1 (AHT; -AHT)
N
N

Li= l

where AHT is the mean AHT over each day of the whole year.
Skill

30175

30560

30172

30181

30179

30066

30518

30214

R2

0.52

0.54

0.46

0.47

0.27

0.09

0.57

0.24

Table 6.2: R2 values of AITT;.
As one can see from Table 6.2, the R2 are approximately 50% for the first four skills. This
suggests that the AHT prediction model in Equation (6.1) can help explain half of the
variability in AHT. Also, R2 fluctuates for the last four skills. The small sample sizes of
the last four skills can explain this fluctuation.
For many call centers, the agents' workload does not end at the moment when customers or agents hang up, since sometimes agents still have to do some after-call work.
This duration that is spent on after-call work is often referred to as the wrap-up time.
We have not yet found any empirical or theoretical results on the wrap-up times in the
literature. We think this is mainly because wrap-up times are difficult to measure and
they are usually not recorded in call center data. However, in this data set, we can empirically study the wrap-up times, since they are part of the agents' activity, and their
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Figure 6.4: AHT per month of some agents.
start times, end times and durations are all recorded in this data set. In Figure 6.7, we
plot the histogram of the wrap-up times. As one can see, the wrap-up times in this
data set are in general quite short and often has a duration of 0 seconds, and the mean
wrap-up time is approximately 3.28 seconds.

6.2.2

Patience

Customers' patience has a drastic effect on system performance (Gans et al. (2003)).
Thus, it is important to have an accurate estimation of the patience. However, call center
data are censored data, since we only observe the patience of those customers who have
abandoned, and for those customers whose calls have been answered, we do not know
what their patience are. To estimate the patience with censored data sets, we use the
Kaplan-Meier estimator. The empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and
the hazard rate function of the patience are shown in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.8 suggests
a different customer abandonment behavior than the ones found by Mandelbaum and
Zeltyn (2004), Brown et al. (2005) and Roubos and Jouini (2013), where the latter one
shows that hyperexponential distributions fit the patience distribution in their data well.
In Figure 6.8a, a sudden increase in the CDF can be seen at around 1300 seconds. This
increase is mostly likely to be caused by the lack of uncensored samples, i.e., most customers that waited more than 1200 seconds are answered (censored data points). In
Figure 6.8b, we observe peaks at every 25, 26 seconds. The moments of these peaks
correspond to the moments when voice messages are announced to all waiting customers. Different from the delay announcement messages studied by Armony et al.
(2009), Ibrahim et al. (2015) and Jouini et al. (2011), the voice message in this call center
does not give any information on the anticipated amount of delay.
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6.2.3

Breaks

Paid breaks are an important part of shrinkage in call centers, together with other activities, such as training, illness, and so forth (Koole (2013)). In this data set, we do not have
the original schedule of the agents, thus, we can not calculate the amount of shrinkage
caused by sickness and training. However, we can observe agent breaks' starting times,
ending times and durations, as well as whether it is a paid break or an unpaid break
(such as lunch breaks) from the data.
Shrinkage is usually a significant part in call center workforce planning. To illustrate the
amount of shrinkage, we plot the histogram of the shrinkage percentage of each agent
in Figure 6.9. To generate this plot, we use the following definition
. k
Shr m age 0i1o

•_

.-

amount of time in breaks
. wor king + amount o f time in b rea k s .
.
f
amount o time m

Note that in Figure 6.9, we remove breaks longer than 30 minutes from the data, since
they are mostly caused by mistakes. Also, we only consider the agents whose working
hours are longer than 100 hours. The mean Shrinkage% is approximately 6.7%, which is
relatively low. In practice, it is uncommon that the Shrinkage% is higher than 10%. Part
of the reason that we have low Shrinkage% in this data is that in calculating Shrinkage%
we do not include agent absenteeism, such as agents being on holiday or sick, or agents
doing training, while in reality, these activities are included.
The histogram of the break durations is shown in Figure 6.10. In Figure 6.10, one can
observe some clear peaks at around 300, 600 and 900 seconds, which is 5, 10 and 15 min-
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utes, respectively. The 600 and 900 seconds breaks are pre-specified in the shifts, thus,
they are in some sense "plannable". However, they are not completely "plannable",
because the starting times of the breaks and the durations can still have some variations depending on the agents preferences and other factors, such as the busyness of
the call center at that moment. For example, some agents prefer taking several 300 seconds breaks instead of one 600 or 900 seconds full break; another example could be that
agents may take less breaks if the call center is currently busy. Furthermore, besides
these "plannable" breaks, there are breaks for other purposes, such as agents going to
the toilet, having coffee, etc. These breaks are usually short and they are "unplannable".
An ideal model would differentiate between these two types of breaks, and we then can
study the consequences of ignoring either the "plannable" or "unplannable" breaks in
SL. However, in the data se t we have, it is difficult to precisely differentiate between
these two types of breaks. For example, if one agent takes a 8-minute break half an
hour earlier than the pre-specified break time, then she works for an hour, then takes
a 4-minute break, it is not completely clear whether the first and the second breaks are
planned or not. Therefore, in this chapter, we do not make a distinction between these
two types of breaks in our models.
In order to have more insights in break durations, we plot the break durations histograms of some individual agents in Figure 6.11. One can conclude from these graphs
that different agents have different patterns of break durations; for example, agent A
prefers more short breaks rather than long breaks (we are told by the manager that this
agent works at home and is a part-time agent), while agent D mostly has 10- and 15minute breaks with some small breaks occasionally.
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6.3

Comparison of models

In this section, we validate and compare nine different call center models with different
assumptions. Now we briefly explain the procedure on how we do the comparison.
We first divide the operation hours of this call center into 24 intervals of 30 minutes.
Then for each interval, we calculate parameters such as number of arrivals, HT, number
of agents and patience from real data; then these parameters are given as inputs into
simulations. Then we compare the SL 1 with AWT being 60, rand ASA from simulation
with those from real data. The actual SL1 , rand ASA can be computed from the call log
data.
The models with their corresponding assumptions are shown in Table 6.3. The assumptions and notations can be interpreted as follows.
Arrival: "Empirical" means that the arrival processes are identical in simulation and
in real data, i.e., if there is an arrival at time t in real data, we schedule an arrival at the exact same moment in simulation. "IPP" stands for in-homogeneous
Poisson process with piecewise constant rate, which means that if there are A arrivals within certain interval in the data, then we schedule A' arrivals within that
interval in simula tion, with A' "' Poisson( A).
HT, AHT per day: HT being "Empirical" means to assign the HT of a customer in simulation, we select a random number from the empirical HT of the whole year if
AHT per day is "No", or from the empirical HT of that specific day if HT is "Yes".
HT being "Exp" means that we assume that the HT has an exponential distribution with its mean being the mean of the HT over the whole year if AHT per day
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Figure 6.8: Patience.
is "No", or over the day if AHT per day is "Yes". If AHT per day is "Fit", then we
as the AHT in simulation.
use

AHT;

Wrap-up: "Yes" means that in simulation we add the empirical mean of the wrap-up
times in the HT, "No" means we do not consider wrap-up times.
Patience: if it is "Empirical", then for each customer in simulation, we generate a random patience from the empirical CDF estimated by the Kaplan-Meier estimator; if
it is "Exp", then we assume the patience has an exponential distribution, with its
mean being the empirical mean of the patience from real data, which can also be
estimated via Kaplan-Meier estimator.
(paid) Breaks: "Yes" means that if an agent takes a break, then we subtract the proportional staffing levels from the total staffing levels of this interval; otherwise,
Breaks is "No". For example, assume agents worked (either waiting for a call, answering a call or doing a wrap-up) 180 minutes in total in certain interval, and two
agents had breaks during this interval, each break lasted 10 minutes, if Breaks is
"Yes", then we assume there were in total (180 - 20) /30 = 5.3 agents working in
this interval, and we round it to 5 in simulation; if Breaks is "No", then we ignore
the breaks and assume in simulation that there were in total 180/30 = 6 agents
working in this interval.
Note that besides working on these eight skills that we selected and taking breaks, there
are other agents' activities, such as working on calls of other skills, making outbound
calls, having consultations with managers or other senior agents, etc. The amount of
time that spends in these activities are very little compared to the time that are spent
in breaks, thus, we exclude these durations in a similar way as we remove the agent
breaks.
We now introduce the performance measurements. Note that most parameters are timedependent, thus, we are simulating non-stationary systems. Consequently, the results
such as SL 1 , r and ASA are different per simulation (see Roubos et al. (2012)). With
consideration of such variability, we repeat the simulation 1000 times. Therefore, for
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each model and for each day, there are 1000 simulation outcomes from simulation and
one realization. To measure the difference between simulated results and the actuals,
we use WAE (weighted absolute errors) .
WAE

·=
X ·

.,n TIEXsim W /= l I
I
T

.,n

W1 = l

xactl
l

'

I

where X~im is the simulated result of day i, and x7ct is the actual result of day i, and Ti
is the number of arrivals in day i. We compute the WAE of SL1, r and ASA, which is
WAEsL 1 , WAEr and WAEAsA, respectively.
WAE measures the difference between the simulation results and the actuals. Ideally,
WAE equals 0. However, in all the measures we have, WAE are all positive. One part
of the WAE comes from the variability in SL1, r and ASA; for example, r is different
per simulation. The other part of WAE comes from the model; for example, if one simulates a model which does not describe the reality well, then there is a big difference
between the simulation results and the actuals. Therefore, we also measure the mean
WAE caused by variability, which can be estimated by the following expression
II

L TilEX~
i= l

.

.

1111

X~ m l/
1

-

n

Lh
i= l

This number can be interpreted as the mean WAE of the variability of a model.
Besides WAE, we also compare Ia,sL 1 , Ia,r and Ia,ASA of each model which are the per-
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centage of the actuals within the IX confidence interval of the simulation outcomes. In
this chapter, we let IX = 95%. Furthermore, we consider P (SL1 > Qo.s,sL1 ), P(r > Qo.s,r)
and P (ASA > Qo.s,ASA ), which stands for the percentage of actual SL1, rand ASA that
is higher than the 50% quantile of the simulation outcomes, respectively.
These measurements of each model are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5, with the numbers
between brackets being the WAE of the simulation variability. Note that in Table 6.4,
the units of WAEAsA is seconds. The actual and the predicted SL1, rand ASA, with
their 95% confidence intervals of models 1 to 6 (models 7 to 9 are similar) are shown in
Figures 6.14-6.16.
We describe now the observations and conclusions we draw by comparing these models.
In general, the first 3 models are comparably accurate, with WAE being about 3% in SL1,
0.7% in r, and 6 seconds in ASA, despite the fact that we made certain simplifications,
such as rounding the number of agents in each interval, redials and reconnects in call
centers (see Ding et al. (2015a)) etc.
Whether the arrival process is "Empirical" or "IPP" does not have a strong influence on
the performance of the models. Thus, if the forecasts for the arrival rate are accurate,
assuming in-homogeneous Poisson arrival processes will not degrade the model. This
can be concluded by comparing models 1 and 2.
The exponential assumption of HT does not have strong influence on performances of
the models. Interestingly, by having the exponential assumption of HT, the model performs even slightly better compared to the model with empirical HT. This conclusion
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Figure 6.11: Break duration histogram of some agents.
can be deducted by comparing models 1 and 3. Now we explain the reason. All the
models we consider are slightly optimistic compared to reality, in the sense that they
predict higher SL 1 , lower r and ASA compared to the actuals. This can be confirmed
by the fact that the first column of Table 6.5 are all below 50%. This is especially true in
the days where the actual SL1 is low, which could be caused by the fact that customers
require longer service if they experienced long waiting. By having the exponential assumption of the HT, it will lead to a more conservative model, since exponential HT has
a higher variance than the empirical variance, thus, this assumption will improve the
performance slightly.
The model we developed in (6.1) leads to significant improvement of the accuracy in
predicting SL1 , r and ASA by incorporating agent heterogeneity and agent learning
effect. This can be concluded by comparing models 4 and 9, i.e., model 4 has smaller
errors for all performance metrics. However, these two effects do not purely explain
the variability of the AHT of each day. As one can see that from Table 6.4 that model 2
performs better compared to model 4.
The exponential assumption of the patience distribution has stronger influence on the
accuracy of the models compared to the exponential assumption of the HT. This can
be concluded by comparing models 1, 3, 5 and 6. This finding is also discussed in the
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Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model6
Model 7
Model 8
Model 9

Arrival

HT

AHTperday

Wrap-up

Patience

Breaks

Empirical
IPP
IPP
IPP
IPP
IPP
IPP
IPP
IPP

Empirical
Empirical
Exp
Exp
Empirical
Exp
Empirical
Empirical
Empirical

Yes
Yes
Yes
Fitting
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Empirical
Empirical
Empirical
Empirical
Exp
Exp
Empirical
Empirical
Empirical

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Table 6.3: Models.

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model4
Model 5
Model 6
Model 7
Model 8
Model 9

WAEsL1

WAE r

WAEAsA

Ia,SL1

Ia,r

Ia,ASA

3.00%(2.80%)
3.09%(4.63%)
2.98%(5.04%)
4.21%(6.44%)
4.81 %(4.00%)
4.60%(3.71 % )
8.54%(3.28%)
4.30%(4.08%)
5.69%(5.48%)

0.748%(0.380%)
0.786%(0.674%)
0.690%(0.737%)
1.044%(0.981 % )
0.658%(0.700%)
0.577%(0.697%)
2.092%(0.498%)
1.116%(0.598%)
1.524%(0.752%)

6.53(2.83)
6.84 (5.34)
6.24 (6.06)
9.22(8.09)
12.56 (4.57)
11.92 (4.37)
17.40 (3.79)
9.51 (4.71)
12.35 (6.13)

76.4%
84.8%
91.1 %
80.2%
63.7%
71.3%
30.0%
72.2%
65.8%

51.1%
75.9%
89.0%
73.4%
84.0%
89.5%
16.0%
48.5%
55.3%

58.6%
76.8%
88.2%
75.1%
46.0%
57.4%
16.5%
57.0%
62.0%

Table 6.4: Performance measures of models.

following remark.
Remark 6.1. Whitt (2005) theoretically shows that the behavior of some queueing models (such as the MI GI Is I r + GI) is primarily affected by the HT distribution through
its mean while it is primarily affected by the patience distribution by its hazard function
near the origin, and not its mean or tail behavior.

Although the wrap-up times are in general very short in this call center, ignoring them
will lead to inaccuracy. This can be concluded by comparing models 1 and 8.
Agent breaks have a drastic influence on the accuracy of the models. Without taking
them into consideration when making planning decisions, huge errors in predicting
SL1, rand ASA will incur. For example, by comparing models 2 and 7, we see that
ignoring agent breaks results in nearly doubled errors in SL 1 and more than doubled
errors in rand ASA.
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P (SL1 > Qo.s,sd

P(r > Qo.s,r)

P (ASA > Qo.s,r)

29.1%
24.5%
33.8%
43.5%
12.7%
18.1%
21.1%
13.5%
35.0%

83.1%
82.2%
78.9%
64.6%
75.9%
70.9%
98.7%
94.9%
69.6%

84.4%
86.1%
78.1%
62.9%
94.5%
90.7%
98.7%
95.4%
71 .3%

Model 1
Model2
Model3
Model4
Models
Model6
Model 7
Model8
Model 9

Table 6.5: Percentage of actuals above the median.

6.3.1

Rates vs. actuals

In models 2 to 9, we make the arrival rates equal to the number of arrivals observed
from the data. For example, if the actual is 100 in an interval, then in models 2 to 9,
we assume the arrival processes are homogeneous Poisson processes with rates being
100. Then we simulate the models to measure the weighted sum of IXt 111 - Xfct l, for
is the performance metric, which can be SL1, r or ASA. Strictly
i = 1, 2, .. . , n, where
speaking, this is different from what a call center manager would do in practice when
he makes SL predictions. There are two differences: the first one is that the number
100 in this example is the realization of a Poisson process with a certain rate, which
we do not know from the data; the second difference is that when the manager makes
SL predictions, he does not know the real arrival rate nor the realization (100 in this
example), but he would make a forecast for the rate. In this subsection, we intend to
quantify the difference in SL between what we do in models 2 to 9 and what a call
center manager does in practice.

xrim

We first introduce some notation. First, for simplicity, we remove the subscript i in
1 which leads to )(sim and x nct for x = SL r and ASA respectively In
and X'!'
)(sim
}t
l
l
addition, we let x sim be the performance metric obtained from simulation when the real
underlying rates are used as inputs in the arrival process, and x fc be the performance
metric obtained from simulation when forecasts are used as inputs in the arrival process.
Thus, we can never know how large x sim is, since we only observe realizations of x sim,
but not x sim itself. In fact, depending on what inputs are for the arrival process, there
are three different scenarios: what we currently do in models 2 to 9, what a call center
manager would do in practice, and what the ideal situation is. Now we specify the
differences between these three scenarios.
I

I

I

•

Ideal: In an ideal situation, one can predict the arrival rate for the future with full accuracy. In such a case, one can then calculate IXsim - x nct l, which can be interpreted
as the modeling error caused by all sorts of assumptions and simplifications in the
modeling phase.
Currently: In Table 6.4, we have shown

IXsim - xnctl for models 2 to 9, and the differ-
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ence between 1xsim - x nctl and 1xsim - xnctl can be expressed as follows, using
the Triangle Inequality:
1xsim - xnct l ::; 1xsim - x siml

+ 1xsi111 -

xactl,

X

= SL1,rand ASA,

(6.2)

where IXsim - x siml can be understood as the difference in SL between using real
rates and using realizations.
Practice: In practice, call center managers make forecasts on the number of arrivals,

and then they make SL predictions. They are mainly interested in the difference between predicted SL and actual SL, i.e., IXfc - xnctl. There are mainly two
sources of errors in IXfc - xnctl : one comes from forecasting errors, and the other
one comes from modeling errors.
Now we consider one specific day and a specific model, i.e., model 2, and we use a simple forecasting method to make forecasts for every interval of this specific day, and then
we use the results for this specific day to give some indication on how large IXsim - x sim I
and IXfc - xnctl are. To be more specific, we make the forecasts for the first Monday
of April for all the skills. The forecasting method is simple: for each skill, we take the
average of the number of arrivals in the same interval in the past four Mondays. Then
based on the forecasts, we conduct simulation to derive xfc for X = SL1, r and ASA.
Realizations can be observed from simulation, which is then used as the arrival rates to
obtain )(sim for X = SL1 , rand ASA. To make it more clear, we give an example: assume
that the actual number of arrivals of a certain interval is 100 and the SL is xnct, and the
forecast of this interval is 105, then we run simulation where the arrival rate is 105 to
derive x fc ; in the simulation, assume that the number of arrivals is 110, then we make
another simulation where the arrival rate is 110 to compute )(sim. In such a way, we can
compute 1xsim - x tc 1, which can give some indication on how large 1xsim - x sim l is,
since one can never know how large IXsim - x sim l exactly is. This is essentially setting
up a lab setting, where we know the underlying rates (i.e., the forecasts) and the actuals
(i.e., realizations in the simulation), such that we can guantify the difference between
the using the rate and the actual. Then, by combining 1xsim - x fcl , Inequality (6.2), and
the results we had in Table 6.6 for IXsim - xnctl, we can obtain some indication on how
large Ix sim - xnct I is.
The actual number of arrivals, the forecasts and the realizations based on the forecasts
are plotted in Figure 6.12. As one can see from this grpah, this forecasting method leads
to relatively accurate forecasts for this specific day. Furthermore, x fc and )(sim of each
interval for X = SL 1, rand ASA are shown in Figure 6.13. All the overall performance
metrics of this day are in Table 6.6.

88.01%

96.81%

94.63%

2.93%

psim

rfc

ASA net

5.01%

6.39%

24.60

----sim

ASA

12.50

Table 6.6: Difference in SL1, rand ASA (units: seconds).

ASAfc
14.05
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Figure 6.12: Actual number of arrivals (triangle) from the data, forecasts A (circle) and
the realizations N;.. (star) of each interval.

Now we compute IXfc - xnct l and IXsim - x fcl:
ISL{c - sqc11=1 94.63% - 88.01%1= 6.62%,

(6.3)

lrfc - rnctl = 16.39% - 2.93%1= 3.46%,

(6.4)

IASAfc - ASAact l = 124.60 - 14.051 = 10.55 seconds,

(6.5)

and
---sim
SL
1

1

-

/cl
SL1 = 2.18%,

lrsim - rfcl = 0.79%,
f
-----sim
- ASA c I = 1.55 seconds.
IASA

(6.6)

(6.7)
(6.8)

Equation (6.6)-(6.8) gives us some indication on how large IXsim - x sim I is, and it means
that if we use the real underlying rate instead of using the actuals as the rates, then the
error in SL will be by 2.18%,0.79% and 1.55 seconds for SL1 ,r and ASA, respectively. In
Table 6.6, we know how large IXsim - xnctl is, combining these with Inequality (6.2), we
can calculate IXr"' - x~c 1 1. Note that IXiim - xr1 also contains errors caused by variability, and by deducting the variability (i.e., the number between brackets in Table 6.6),
we derive the modeling errors from models 2 to 9 in Table 6.7.
As one can see in model 4, the modeling error in SL 1 is negative, which can not be true.
Given the fact that the error in r and ASA are both positive, we think that SL1 being
negative is coincidental and caused by variability.
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6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we validate several staffing models for multi-skill call centers. The validation is done by comparing models' predictions in SL 1, r and ASA to the actual SL 1,
r and ASA from real data. The comparison results as well as the empirical analysis results suggest several important features in call centers, such as agent breaks, wrap-up
times, AHT variability. We show that ignoring these features when making call center
models and planning decisions will lead to large errors. Furthermore, we also verify
some of the commonly used key assumptions and simplifications in call center models,
such as rounding the number of agents per interval, assuming in-homogeneous Poisson
arrival processes, exponential assumption of the HT and customer patience. We quantify the influences of these assumptions in terms of prediction errors in SL 1, rand ASA.
It turns out that the in-homogeneous Poisson arrival processes assumption and exponential assumption of the HT do not have significant influence on the accuracy of the
model, while the exponential assumption of the patience does. Last but not the least,
we empirically show that the AHT of each agent differs, and the AHT of new agents
decrease as they learn over time. We then develop a model to fit and predict the AHT of
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Model 2
Model 3
Model4
Models
Model6
Model 7
Model8
Model9

WAEsL 1

WAEr

WAEASA

0.64%
0.12%
- 0.05%
2.99%
3.07%
7.44%
2.40%
2.39%

0.902%
0.743%
0.853%
0.748%
0.670%
2.384%
1.308%
'. .562%

3.05
1.73
2.68
9.54
9.10
15.16
6.35
7.77

Table 6.7: Modeling efl rs of models 2 to 9.

each day. These two effects partially explain the variability in AHT of each day, and a
staffing model with fitted AHT leads to large improvement comparing to a model that
ignores such variability.
This chapter suggests the following topics for further research. First, the data we have
is from a multi-skill call center. It would be interesting to analyze single-skill call center data, and validate single-skill staffing models, such as the Erlang C and Erlang A
models. Second, the redial (re-attempt after abandonment) and reconnect (re-attempt
after connections) behaviors are not included in the models we studied in this chapter,
because we do not have customer identity information. One extension of the current
chapter would be to incorporate models where redial and reconnect behaviors are included. Last but not the least, shrinkage has a big impact on call center performance,
one example is the agent breaks we studied in this chapter. It would be interesting to
study deeper into all causes of shrinkages.
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Samenvatting

Workforce Management in Call Centers: Forecasting, Staffing and Empirical studies
Veel calcentermanagers en -planners streven naar een betere personeelsplanning, en een
goede balans tussen de kwaliteit van de dienstverlening en operationele kosten, wat
neerkomt op een balans tussen wachttijden en het aantal in te zetten agents. In het bijzonder moeten callcenters aan service targets voldoen met zo min mogelijk agents. Er is
helaas geen simpele oplossing voor dit dilemma. Door de jaren heen hebben onderzoekers en bedrijven modellen ontwikkeld om dit beslissingsproces te ondersteunen. De
volledige procedure bestaat in het algemeen uit vier stappen: het voorspellen van het
aantal binnenkomende telefoongesprekken, het maken van een personeelsplanning, het
maken van roosters, en het managen van telefoonverkeer.
Het voorspellen van binnenkomende gesprekken is ingewikkeld vanwege het feit dat
er veel onzekerheid mee gemoeid is. Sterker nog, het is onmogelijk om van te voren
het aantal binnenkomende gesprekken vast te stellen. Forecasters streven naar voorspellingen die zo nauwkeurig mogelijk zijn. Dit leidt tot de volgende vraag: "hoe meet
men nauwkeurigheid?" Er zijn verschillende maten voor de voorspellingsfout, zoals de
mean squared error en de mean percentage error. Verschillende maten leiden tot verschillende keuzes van forecastingmodellen en forecasts. In Hoofdstuk 2 onderzoeken
we dit probleem, en komen we erachter dat onder rate uncertainty de weighted mean
absolute percentage error de optimale maat is voor de voorspellingsfout. Dit komt doordat de voorspellingen die deze maat minimaliseren ook astymptotisch de initi 1ele personneelsplanningskosten en telefoonverkeerskosten minimaliseren. We laten ook zien
dat onder zekere aannames personeelsplanningsbeslissingen gemaakt moeten worden
op basis van bepaalde percentielen van de verdeling van de forecast, in plaats van enkel
de verwachting van de forecast.
In Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we literatuur over forecasting modellen. Naast het kiezen
van een geschikt model is het belangrijk om de data die gebruikt wordt bij de forecasts te analyseren. Aan de hand van callcenter datasets laten we zien dat klanten vaak
ophangen en terugbellen (redial), of terugbellen nadat ze doorgeschakeld waren (reconnect). Dit gedrag heeft een significante invloed op volumes. Verder laten we zien dat
het noodzakelijk is het aantal unieke bellers te gebruiken bij het voorspellen in plaats
van het totaal aantal bellers, omdat het aantal unieke bellers niet afhankelijk is van de
personeelsplanning, maar het totaal aantal bellers wel. We tonen aan dat als het totaal
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aantal bellers gebruikt wordt dit kan leiden tot een onnauwkeurige schatting van het
aantal bellers.
Hoewel het geobserveerde terugbelgedrag significant is, is er geen personeelsplanning smodel dat beide aspecten omvat. In Hoofdstuk 4 ontwikkelen we zo'n model en benaderen de performance metrics aan de hand van fluid benaderingen. De fluid benadering
geeft een eerste orde benadering van het aantal bellers dat zich in de wachtrij bevindt
of in behandeling is, in het redial en reconnect proces. Op basis van deze getallen benaderen we de verwachte totale rate van binnenkomende gesprekken van het systeem, en
gebruiken dit als input voor de Erlang A fo r ·mle om de verdeling van de wachttijd af
te leiden.
Callcenters kunnen de redials, reconnects, en nieuwe bellers anders behandelen. In
Hoofdstuk 5 presenteren we een voorbeeld, waar we resultaten van een callcenter onderzoeken waar het mogelijk is om terug te bellen. Als het systeem vol zit, worden
langwachtende klanten geadviseerd om later terug te bellen, en als ze terugbellen krijgen zij prioriteit over nieuwe bellers. We bespreken dit model en laten zien dat het de
gemiddelde wachttijd efficient reduceert en ook dat het fair is ten opzichte van langwachtende bellers.
In de meeste literatuur over callcenters stellen onderzoekers modellen voor om de werkelijkheid in callcenters na te bootsen, met aannames en vereenvoudigingen van bepaalde processen. Er worden analytische oplossingen of benaderingen gegeven, en
eventueel worden de methodes numeriek doorgerekend. In Hoofdstuk 6 gebruiken we
een andere benadering door sommige annames en vereenvoudigingen te valideren. Dit
doen we door de realiteit te vergelijken met simulaties. In het bijzonder vergelijken we
de gesimuleerde service levels van enkele personeelsplanning smodellen met de werkelijke service levels uit de data, voor een multi-skill callcenter. We laten empirisch zien
dat modellen in het algemeen nauwkeurig zijn ondanks de aannames; echter, sommige
vereenvoudigingen en aannames moeten met zorg behandeld worden. Bijvoorbeeld,
pauzes van agents worden vaak niet meegenomen in planningsmodellen , maar zijn wel
belangrijk en moeten niet genegeerd worden. Verder laten we wat empirische resultaten zien op het gebied van shrinkage, heterogeniteit van agents, de learning curve van
agents, etc., die meer inzicht geven voor managers en planners.

Summary

Workforce Management in Call Centers: Forecasting, Staffing and Empirical Studies
Many call center managers and planners strive to make better workforce planning, and
to balance well the quality of service and operational costs, which is essentially balancing customers waiting times and the number of agents. In specific, call centers need
to satisfy service level targets with the least number of agents. There is no simple solution to this dilemma. However, researchers and practitioners over the decades have
developped experiences and models to assist this decision making process. The whole
procedure generally includes four steps: forecasting future call arrival volume, make
staffing decisions, make rosters, traffic management.
Predicting future call volume is difficult, as the incoming number of calls involves large
uncertainty. In fact, one can never know for sure how many inbound calls in advance.
Forecasters aim at forecasts that are as accurate as possible. However, one question
naturally arises:"how to measure accuracy?" There are many different measurements
for the forecasting errors, such as the mean squared error, the mean percentage error,
etc. Choosing different error measurements can sometimes lead to different choices
of forecasting models or forecasts . In Chapter 2, we investigate this problem, and we
discover that under the rate uncertainty, the weighted mean absolute percentage error
is the optimal error measurement. This is because the forecasts that minimize it will
also asymptotically minimize the initial staffing costs plus the traffic management costs.
Also, we show that under certain assumptions, the staffing decision should be made
based on certain percentile of the distributional forecasts, rather than the mean.
In Chapter 3, we show the literature on forecasting models. Besides choosing an appropriate model, another important factor is the data to be used in the forecasts . We
show that in call center data sets there are redials and reconnects, as customers call back
after abandonments and connected calls. Both behaviors have significant influence on
the call volumes. Furthermore, we show that one should use the number of fresh calls
(number of unique callers) to make forecasts instead of the total number of calls, since
the number of fresh calls do not depend on the staffing decisions, while the total number
of calls do. It is shown that by using the total number of calls, it may lead to inaccurate
estimation of the call volume.
The redial and the reconnect behaviors are significant, yet, there is no staffing model
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that supports both features. In Chapter 4, we develop such a model and approximate
the performance metrics by using fluid approximation. The fluid approximation gives
a first order approximation on the number of callers in the queue and in service, in the
redial and reconnect orbits. Based on those numbers, we approximate the mean total
arrival rate to the system, and use it as an input to the Erlang A formula to derive the
waiting time distribution.
Call centers may treat differently between the redials, the reconnects and the fresh calls.
We show one example in Chapter 5, where we study the performance of a call center
model with an call-back option, and the long-waiting callers are suggested to call back
some time later if the system is congested, a nd when they call back, they will receive
priorities over the fresh callers. It is discussed and shown that this model is efficient in
reducing the mean waiting time and it is fair to those long waiting callers.
In most of literature in call centers, researchers usually propose models to mimic the real
situation in call centers, where assumptions and simplifications of certain processes are
made. Then analytical solutions or approximation methods are developed, and eventually the methods are evaluated numerically. In Chapter 6, we take a different approach
by validating some of the commonly made assumptions and simplifications. This is
done by comparing the reality with simulation. To be more specific, we compare the
simulated service levels of a few staffing models with the actual service levels from the
data for a multi-skill call center. We empirically show that models are in general accurate despite the assumptions made; however, certain simplifications and assumptions
should be treated with care. For example, agents' breaks are important and should not
be ignored, which usually are not taken into considerations in staffing models. Furthermore, we provide some empirical results in shrinkage, agents heterogeneity, agents
learning curve, etc., which give insight to managers and planners.

Summary Chinese
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